'iltttirrtismunta.

Last fall she ac- follows: to nominate officers, L. W.
the others of the party.
companied her husband on a deer hunt- Jordan, F. A. Coombs, M. Franklin;
ing trip up river, but heavy rains drove on constitution and by-laws, Charles II.
them out of camp.
Drummey, J. E. Parsons, W. W. Moron
rooms, C. If. Lelsnd, A. L.
It is proposed to extend the telephone rison;
Friend, E. G. Davis, H. C. Stratton, M.
at
to South
Brooksville, connecting
local M. Davis. The next meeting will be held
Penobscot.
George H. Grant,
at Friend’s store Friday evening, May 31,
manager for the company, has been look-

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
AI >VKKTlSEMENTS

NEW

Whichever Vim Get,

WFKK.

THIS

A. II. Norris —I>ry Good*.
A. W. Cushman A Son—Furniture.
Austin II. Joy—Groceries.
A. W. King ami F. I,. Mason—Commissioners’
notice.
Insolvency notice—Notice of petltltlon for disci mrge.
( ourt of Insolvency—Notice of second meet

ing

Exec, notins— Kst. Conan! .JellIson.
W R. Parker A Co.—Clothing.
E. K. Hopkins—Auction rooms.
A. I. Daumier*—Hors* s for sale.
• >wen
Byrne—Clothing.
S. O.

Stevens arrived here from Roston

short part of the Wednesday.
K. D. Mayo,
wish-bone, the break should not city Tuesday.
the long

!>uv

„ains in town in drv
to

L,iniin

nothing

were

arc

doing

our

i

far below the

on

daughter, Miss
Bangor last Satur-

in

were

day.

cost of manufac-

Dr. Stilson, of Winchester, Mass..
was the guest of Mrs. J. F. Knowlton last
Mrs.

There is

ture.

find

will

use

family.

Our

will make

but

Jordan and son, of Allentown.
N. J., is visiting Unmel I>. Jordan, of this
Mrs. M.

or

to

her

city.
At the

call very soon,
>ee the last of

Sunday,%ix

persons

were

bap-

1 rained an minis oi

C. King.
Miss

Dunn,
I’.

J'

Blueliiil,

"f

Miss

her

t:ng

in

\ver»-

*.-t* r.

\V. II.

Mr*.

city.
The F.pw««rth h-ague
*■*

gave

Methodist

tie

at

r

in

of

roar*

taught*

t he

an <\v*tcr
vestry last

I.m

"'n-

hall
Hancock
large audience

r.

has

purchased

a

in->v.

d t here

h

and

r.Mr-.ii. W. M

w:t

1

yesterday.
The Village Inprovement society will
meet ue\t Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock
Me.vander Black’s.

H. L. Hamlin, wh<» is

-nrpri-hi”'cnsti iinei> c\ cry [

now

Boston,

in

ight fur New York to see his
:f fur Kurope, Saturday.
mother
S. Chile.*tt and family, of BanI >r.
a visit
gor. were ’in this city last week on
leave* tu-n

it hour e\t remc low j
price* for -prill*; and <itinall- ; to his mother, Mrs. J. C. t tiiicott.
nier >uit< )ur >7
wool rhr\ iot -nil i- a w in- i Capt. John A. Lord has sold his farm of |
two miles out on the,
tier and i- only one of otir twenty-*ix acres,
road, to Fred F. Floyd.
Bucksport
<
)nr -ummany bargain-.
Mrs. Fred I.. Kent, who has been visitneckwear ing friends in Rockland for the past
lner 'hilt- and
are w a\
tip in -ty lc- and week, returned home Tuesday evening.
Hon. Parker Spofford and wife, and
in price-.
down
way
«

w

the
guests of Mr. and Mr*. John F. Knowlton.
Miss Nellie Grimial, v. ho has been visiting friends and relatives in Boston and
Portland the last few weeks, has returned.
Mi—

\V

K. I'AKKKK

.V

<

(>..

KLLSWOBTH, Mb.

j

Mary Muzzy,

uf

Bucksport,

are

ton

the dedication uf the
in that place.

new

at

a social

G. A.

to

Bar

to

play

R. hall

aance at

tiancocx

Charles 1. Welch.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor high schools
will play hall at Wyman park Friday
afternoon. The game will undoubtedly
be interesting, and well contested.

Of

Fence.

course

he's

not

comfortable.

That

ball-dog represents

how some people are
held bark by custom or some other rea
s<m from trading where they get the be-t
value for their money.
Better call and at least examine

Staple and

Fanrv

GHOCEIl I ES.
MV

Quality

MOTTOES:

Best.

Prices Lowest.

AUSTIN
Manning

Austin

II.

JOY,

Block, ELLSWORTH. ME.
m. fostkk,

CAItPKNTfclt

AND

BUILPKIL

I draw
plans, make estimate®, take contracts
‘"rail <mihms of
buildings. First class work-

manship guaranteed.
Special attention given
Water

Sr.

to

Sanitary Work.

Ki.lsworth, Me.

List of letters remaining uncalled fur,
at the Ellsworth
post-office, May 25: ;
Mrs. Edith M. Clark, M*rs. W. F. Edgerly, ;
J. 1). Jell iso n, Mrs. Julia Kingman, Mrs.
Jane McQuinn.
Rev. Drew T. Wyman,
who has been holding a
of meetings in Ellsworth
of Hancock county, has
home in Massachusetts.

David McRae and sister, Mrs. Robin- j
of Boston, both former residents of
1
Ellsworth, were in the city Thursday en
route for Machias, where they were called I
by the death of a brother.

expected that Secretary McKeen.
of the State board of agriculture, will
is

conduct a farmers’convention or instiHancock county, probably at
tute in
Hancock ball, Ellsworth, some time in
June.
Mrs. If. W. llarriman, J. (*h<
tiT McCoy, Joseph llarriman and Frank
Cunningham, all of Bar Harbor, were in
Ellsworth Friday.
They left Saturday
for Haynes camp on the Alligator, where
they remain two or three weeks. Mrs.
Mr. and

Harriman is

a-

much

library, for

<

f

>r

t

n

brother

of

Hon

11

!•’

1

ELLSW ORTH*

A.B. K. B.1I. T.B. I*
5
1
:
3

1

Weeks, lb.

F. Brown. 3b...
Sweeney, 2b....
Foster, p.

Barry, e.
Chase, ss.
Billington, rf...
Brady, If.
Stuart, m.

the next. Bar Harbor worked hard and
scored five runs in the fifth, making the
score 7 to 5 in favor of the home team.
The sixth inning was a white-wash for
both teams. Ellsworth was shut off in the
seventh and eighth, while the visitors
made three. Drew finished the inning
for his team by striking out, when the
bases were full and two men had been
The score now stood 7 to S in
put out.
Ellsworth’s two
favor of Bar Harbor.
runs, required to win, were made wit h one
out, and the game terminated.
was
There
steady playing
good
throughout, by both teams. The score
shows that fivt of the home nine did not
This is a good sign of
make an error.
improvement and is an excellent record
for

a

diamond like

Weeks'

w

Totals.

is

a

f>

;;

3

5
3
3

3

3
3

>

1
2

1

30

IS

21

3
I

21

1
0
1
2
1
1
1
10
0
o

11
2

20

A.B. K. B.II. T.B. P.«
1112

Blaisdell, If. 3
Webb, 3b.1
Bunker, .. 4
I. Bragdon,2b.. 2
II. Webb, lb.... 4
Fernald, ss. 3
W. Bragdon, m. 3
T. Bragdon, rf.. 5
Clark, e. 2
P.

o

o

Totals.3o
SCORE
Franklin
Ellsworth.

A. E.
10

>.

111
nil:
10"
o
l
I
o
1
1
1
0
111

4
lt\
1

2

3

4

o

o
2

0

o
5

1

2

4
:>

0

«•

1
o

24

5

*•

l

1
o
1
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7

2
l

2

2

14

.1

s

[)

o

o—

4
x—IS
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>IMM A R1

Two base lots
-\\
y Br<>wi
Stolen bases
Barry. Chase, lb'
Bunker. W Bragdon
Mruek
lhai-dfil. 11. Webl
Fermi Id. 1
l
Clark. By Bunker, ^weetnyv
Base on balls I
1.
Fo-t.
( laj
Fernald, T. Bray!

feature of every

ter.

**tu:\rt,
-ter:
i.e.

n,

1

*.

play.-.l well on second and »»
Mr. lb:!!bin is a young lawyer and lives Sw cent y
iwirr.
i.r.n.
r.'Mi'r,
t.
t in North Side.
He is t he son of Han ! mad* three g. *od steals on the way home.
Harr.
DouMi* |»LiSw. .•,..
\\ < «• kBlai-dell to
?-•
I.
nibai Hamlin, who was vice-president of
Brady's two long, sueeessful runs for j
B
I
We!.).
Bra1
the Cnited State* during President Lind.....
Bunker,
high dies, which seemed to be far beyond Ko-ier,
coln’* tir>t term.
When he started out
minute-, t mpire. (.'has. 1*. II
f<ir himself, some six or eight years ago,
his reach, must not be forgotten. The |
tin-young man came west from Maine, new short stop, Fred Chase, did In- work
PICK IPS.
where he was born, and east his lot in
well.
Barry and FosU r succeeded finely ! There will be no la ne
Chicago. \\ it Li the linn of Hamlin, Holw
ork.
ir
in
tIk
land A. Hoyden he commenced the pracbuttery
M ’norial Day.
lb soon became
tice "f his profe'- 'U.
Of the vi-hors, Cutler and Drew made a
idt n t ifleii with polit ics on the N >rt h Si do.
The KUsworth t t.n w i
lintter\ »*f which Far Harbor may
and has figured quite prominent Iv for tin
11 rhor team nt
I. ar!
Drew is the pitcher of the
last three or four years as a member of the : feel proud.
)
Marquette ! u b, a delegate to convent ion I! high sch>'i*l nine -d Fur llurbor, but his dny afternoon.
lb
of party roiiimitto-s.
and a numb*
Tlu“ high school boyw..rk was that of an old hand at the!
for eitv attorney. 1
was spoken of last fall
Burke and
Higgins also made | Harbor high sole, ul nt \'.
but declined to take the nomination.
t game.
morrow (Friday) afternoon.
features of their play.

j

-.
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2.
;rt.

ion,

Bunker:
.«*••

<

ujt.

c.iBrady
i'riple
u.

Jir
1-

h
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■

...

i..

...

hildr* n's Day

4

1

••

for

0
o

2

27

on

Sun-

E.

1

2
2
3
3
4
2
2
0
112
1
i
o

o
1

4
5
3
5

4
4
1

FRANK LINS.

ours.

urk at first

A.
0

/.

»

j

or.

Bar

wellj
j

Now

for the

The \ is it or* were a little weak at the
bat, but made up for this by good heldwork.
Following is the score:

Hock. Crusher!
for the Climax

Davis, State agent
j
Juiig" 1-. A. Finery left town on the rock crusher, has ordered a machine w it h
M< uday.
Mrs. Fmtry all equipments, to be set up in Kllsworth
af!<rmon train
liu.swi u; ms.
f >r trial.
It i* expected tbe machine w ill
left on Tuesd w. They sail for Furope
iui T.n. r.o n. k.
\ n. ii
The judge’s address until b, here and in w-*rk;ng order in about
next Sat u rdn\
*:
2
4
11
1
Weeks, li..1
"
o
U
G .dein, Salzburg,
w eeks.
two
be
Wilbad
-w ii,4
u
::
F
nr
Jti
July
"
:
:
*•
1
•»
The output will consist of the rock- -W.•*■,.*■J
Crown land, A nutria: after that date, IhuiI
;;
I
2
K-.-i. i. .. •!
4)
a
7
a
1
:
crusher.
fifteen-horse
1
be
1
will
absent
coek Point, Me.
power engine,
n.mv.
They
;
0
I*
o
(i
2
1
live-ton road roller, with necessary bins, i 4 hit-*•,
A host of friends
about three months.
"
1
2
1
1
nil niut-.a, rf... 2
"
o
be
2
A
man
will
'
■
2
competent
Br::d\, It.
join in wishing them a pleasant and rest- screens, etc.
"
"
e
<'11
in.
ful trip, and t hat t he judge may find in it ! sent here to operate the machine, and an ; stuart,
1*
H
K
27
11
Totals.
complete restoration to health. They sail expert road-builder will be employed by
the city fora few months.
next Saturday "ii the “Kmis” from New
levu liAiUtiiit.
If the trial of the machine proves satisk.
A.n. it. n il. T ii. r.o a
York for < leiiou.
::
111
sundnsl-y, If.... 4
factory. it will be purchased by the city.
1
’•
the
visitors
to
5
•$
during
the
e.
I
city
Cutler,
Among
With
the
road
O
machinery already \\ e-entt, 'll.
II
"
1
2
2
1
D. A. Hooper, West
tli past week were:
5
1
'
■
>
I
2
and
the
n.iirlo1,
rock-crusher,
machinery
bought,
11
1
1
I
1
ill.
Sullivan; C. F. Hutchins, H. B. Hooper.
.!.•>,
of
to
be
and
bought,
plenty
equipment
154
ftUliilie, 21*. till
F. M. Watson. M. IF Winslow, K. B. rock well
2
2
adapted for road building right Higgin-. II*. »
•»
11"
1
1
4
( olharth, rf_
Stevens, Brookliu; J. F. Clark, 1.. Pettinin
a
Kllsworth will be
at
her door,
•*
1
4
1
1
1
Drew, i>. 5
gili, IF A. Fawfurd, M. Gallagher, J. F. ;
position to give larger cities in the State
2‘.
I*
17*
15
1:5
T* taD..V.
Hodgkins. F. IF Deasy, Bar Harbor; W. a practical lesson in road building.
scout in 1NSIM.S
T. Bisset, P. Snow, George A. Dodge, Dan5 4 7* 6 7 .:•
1
2
iel Dunn. H. W. Grindle, F. C. Barrett,
Church Notes.
.i
o
:l
1
2— :*
K!l-worth.
Bluehill; C. A. Crabtree, Hancock; W. M.
s
At the Methodist
church Bar Harbor.
"
0
0 5 0 1 2
Kpiscopal
Co nary, Sound; John F. Rea, Castine; A.
next Sunday nmming the pastor will
-l MMAHV.
T.
IF
C.
Bunker,
Mariaville;
S. Penney,
Iw -ba-e hitWeeks, 2. Sweeney, stolen
consider the question : "Is the Christian
15il
ha-eWeek-. I. sw -eiiey. U; Foster.
F. Wilbur, Franklin; Henry Boynton,
Faith a Failure?’’ In the evening from 7
2, 15ra*ly.2. sundnsbv, Cutler. 5 Burke,
lingt.m,
Sullivan; W. H. Gray, Bucksport.
C utler, Wc.-eott,
Bast'- on ball-, by Fo-ter
to S the “everybody’s service” w ill be reFos
2; .Jov, Sundnsbv. "By Drew: Sw n. ;
The next session of Hancock district sumed. There will be a service of song ter.
Hit by
( ha-e, 2. Billington,
Brady
ball:
Billingt«m,
a
on
a
In-.I
Higgins,
Brady,
popular pit*
lodge, I. O. of C.F T., w ill be held at Bar followed by short address
struck out, l»v Foster: Burke, Higgln-, Col
Harbor with Oasis lodge on Thursday, subject. Kverybody is invited to both of bath, Drew
Brown, Sweeney, Bar
By Drew
of
4 ha-e, Brally,
Time
stuart.
game 2
r;
June t), at 10.30 a. in. It will be a picnic t hese services.
hours, .v. minutes, empire, F.. Brown.
session, the entertaining lodge furnishK ATI" RT1A V’h IIAMK.
Further Itlse hi Flour.
ing tea and coffee only. The Maine
The attendance at Wyman park last
|'V| I,
.J
U'lUIiii
printed, Boston advices report a still Saturday was the largest of the base ball
station on the Ilucksport and Bar Harbor
There were several
further advance in flour of 50 cents per season thus far.
June
from
5,
Wednesday,
branches good
The game was between
reasons for this:
barrel.
one
and
onefor
to Saturday, June 8,
Headers of The American are advised the home team ami the Franklin team,
third fare the round trip, and on steamer
to scan our market reports from week to known as the champions of the county,
“Frank Jones” for one fare the round
week; they may find it for their ad- and a team which had never been beaten
trip from any of her landings in Hancock
The game between Ellsat Ellsworth.
vantage to do so.
county.
worth and Franklin the week before had
at
Green’s
Landing.
lSurglury
always welcome
resulted in a bad defeat for Ellsworth,
Fuelers’ minstrels,
Burglars entered the clothing store of and it was commonly understood that a
visitors to Ellsworth, played to a good
Freeman & Harmon at Green’s Landing hard
house in Hancock hall last Tuesday eventight would be made for this one.
was
varied last Thursday night. About flOO worth
The entertainment
The weather was well adapted to the
ing.
It is supposed
The stage of clothing was taken.
ami enjoyable throughout.
enjoyment of both players and spectators,
the thieves carried tin .r
>oty away in a and people have begun to see that the
settings were admirable. Mr. Lucier is
boat.
an artist of unusual talent, and in spite
Ellsworth boys can, and do play good
of his total blindness, handles the cornet
ball.
It was the best game played by the
To Celebrate tin* Fourth.
All the music
home team for years.
with remarkable skill.
Eighteen runs,
A meeting of citizens interested in a
The
and
of an unusually high order.
was
only four
general celebration of the Fourth of Julj twenty-one base hits
Delmannings were great in their various is called for Friday evening in the aider- errors for the fourth game played, is as
good a record as may be expected from a
parts, and deserved the applause they men’s room in Hancock hall, at 7.30.
Hancock county nine.
received. The farce, “Troubles in a WayComing F.vcnts.
Franklin had a large representation
side Inn,” was heartily enjoyed, and set
Friday, May 31 Social dance at Han- among the spectators, but it kept rather
off to good advantage the great variety of
cock hull.
talent possessed by this company.
quiet. Every good play for Ellsworth or
Baseball Franklin was well applauded by the
31. at 2.30 p. m.
May
Friday,
was
made
some
The announcement
Flt.sworth high school home supporters. Special ovations were
at Wyman park.
weeks ago that a bicycle club was about
Admission, extended to Weeks, Barry. Foster, (’base
vs. Bur Harbor high school.
to be organized in Ellsworth. A paper
and Brady, w ho distinguished themselves
10 cents; ladies free.
Ims been going the rounds, and already
Weeks caught a hot, high
Southwest Harbor, June 3 Annua! con- by fine plays.
s’gners. About twenty
1
thirty-se\
liiur in the seventh inning, and other\\ C’. T. I
devotees of the wheel met at the store of vention Hancock county
wise made his work a feature. Foster
on Tuesday evening.
Lrw is Friend A <'
Thursday, June B Trotting at Mounpiii liv’d his best game here last Saturday,
••
is
ehosen
and
Hubhill.
A.
Blut
.1 dm
chairman,
tain park,
and is making himself a favorite. Barry
Considerable
H. C. .Stratton, secretary.
Thursday, July 1 Trotting at Wyman and Sweeney played their usual goud
enthusia- m was manifested. It was depark.
game.
cided to make the club an all-the-ycar
has strengthened the favorbase
affair, secure suitable rooms, and make
ll iml’s Pills cure Liver Ills, liiliousue-s,
able impression which he made at the
\ })lcaaa*l laxative
u a feature of Ellsworth’s
llr;nh.clif.
li,.:.
....
the orgunlzat
game with Bar Harbor. Brady made two
Ad
club iiie. Committees w ere appointed a I All
11. L.

1

J

....

".

!

.iu>-

Bar

’...
At this writing
stated, hut it is prohabl.
will jiay
Kirk-. •! Bang.
worths at Wyman Park
June 1.
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y

team

KUsworth

nine

■■

at
last
haven’t
filial
that his
r
whirl

ibly

\

yi-y

rapher Osgood last Thu.r*
ately after the game with

be

Hazel
Klls-

Saturday,

i

manager, Frank BlnUdell,
would like t<» have
with the KUsworth-. Tin
be accommodated.

ii to-

...n

h.

t

la-.-

<

Saturday philosophically.
got enough, though, a:;

The

ai

..

I

PhotognnediBar Har-

tu

Being Hushed with v etory as well
hard work, the;, made a very
rugged as well as happy-iookiug group.
At Saturday’s game these p
tu: s bebors.

as

it li

\\

came

quite

of

a source

revenue.

Children

Cr>

for

Pitcher’s Castoria.
Z’.hurrttsnnniK

11 v

U
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a

(heat Attractions in

Sjiriti"-

and

Summer

Press ( i (Kills.
best and

I'lic

largest

sortment

can now

as-

be

_____

the evangelist, j
successful series
and other towns ]
returned to his j

son,

It

elected

Were

books

he is

of Kllsworth: “One of the first
official duties performed by Corporation
Counsel Beale when he took control of the
city's law business yesterday was to appoint Frank Hamlin his second assistant.

» 1

Friday evening, given under the
management of C. E. Monaghan and

the

new

a

The

tit.

\..

v»m

hall

On

school

.-f

sea-

Chase was

icre

ana satisumpiring by Halpin was fa
factory to both teams.
Franklin has been fairly eau.i.

visitors at the bat. Good hits were
made, but by Cutler's carelessness in base
running two men were put out and the
side failed to score. Ellsworth made one
run in that inning, but was shut off in

Mr. Hamlin's many friends in this

imi

threw the ball to second
found in the same preu

a

•.

colt “Dick” to Dr. F. A. Davis, of Boston,
for fVW. The colt was shipped for Bos-

Tuesday.
Monaghan’s orchestra will go
Harbor this (Wednesday) evening

(:um!*•■>

hw?

Ellsworth baseball nine scored

the

| Hamlin,

and

irdrise

The

FRANKLIN’S DEFEAT.

victory over the Bar Harbor nine at Wyman park, last Thursday. The attendanei
was rather small, but those who did attend, w itnessed an unusually good game.
The ball was put in play at 2.30, with

will

are

The triple play by P. Webb to 1*,
out.
Bragdon was made with
Billington knocked a sinr.!' t v near third
which Webb caught. Ti
pping to
third, he caught Barry oft the bag and

**

Capt. Horace F. Lord, of the schooner
‘•Maud Snare,” arrived in New York from
Gibara, Cuba, this ( Wednesday) morning.
C. F. Davis has sold his five-year-old

There will be

|

and for tie Sunday school pb nie. It was
vot'd that the school hn\e a v uni :■ -n
during August.

n-<>n.

business

at Mr-.

ias-

Meeting of the otfic-Ts and
j timbers of the Congregational Sunday,
!:
dto.»k place at the vestry on MonReports
day e.-ning, May J7. at 7.-M.
\M-r
given by the different officers and

Hank F.vaminer < harles
p. Hatch, uf Hiickfield, was in Kllsworth

-I

terests

Tli*. annual

tl.'j
day

JOICING OYER

favorable

and

PLAYING—LARGE

first.

AND EN-

v

These concerts furnish amusement

large number of people,

FRANKLIN

THUSIASTIC AUDIENCES— GREAT RE-

furnishing enjoyment to the people.
Start the list for weekly concerts.
The following from a Chicago paper in-

Hull. Thr*

tenders.

a

GOOD BALL

of

most inb-’.Iigent
i,<
tie
gr«
and the performances were
animals,
I;eartlv enjoyed.

I nite.i state*

: on

nave a

with

AND

VICTIMS OF ELLSWORTH.

to the town. Still they are a
uf expense to the band, as new
music has to be provided, and one reason
the concerts are not given oftener is because of this expense.
It is suggested
that in order to secure weekly concerts
by the band a subscription paper be circulated to meet the small expense. Mr.
Monaghan says the members of the band
do not ask to be paid, but still it is too
much to expect them to go down into
their pockets often to meet the expense

umb’

hi- family last week.
M.-'Ann M. Mel >onaid, uf Allegheny,
Pa..Turmeric of tliis city, is visiting her
«i'!.

son

that

HARBOR

BAR

benefit

h.

Hunncwell

Charles
f.ircCut

at

k

Friday

Thursday evening.
1.users' minstrel*
Tuesday night, k*-pt

any

probable

difficult catches, and a double play
by a hard throw from kit to Weeks.
Sweeney still has a great difficulty in
hitting the ball, but generally reaches
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The schooner
“Myra Sears," Capt.
Treworgy, owned in this city, ran on a
rock in Frenchman's bay last Wedneschurch.
day. The schooner was loaded with brick
Harbor. The vessel was lightened
Long-distance telephone connections for Bar
be had with Bluehil! and by the removal of the deck load, and at
now
may
high tide floated off the ledge and sank
( as tine.
in deeper w ater. The schooner w ill probI'ben H. King, of Ijtmoine, was in
ably 1 c raised.
l llswort h last \vc« k, the guest of Hr. N.
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Monaghan’s band
give the first open-air concert of the

Rev. Fr.fT- J- Nelligan, of Bangor, has
been
appointed curate of St. Joseph's
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foundation is being built under
the building west of the bridge occupied
by the steam laundry. The basement
w ill be enlarged and furnished in better
shape than before. The building is owned
by F.. H. Greely. The laundry is shut
down while the alterations are
being
made.
Work will be resumed next week.
A
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FMsworth vessels keep up the record
quick trips. The “Harry \V. Haynes,’’
Capt. Roland Bonsey. sailed from New
York Tuesday morning of last week and
arrived at Wilmington, N. C., Thursday
afternoon. This is steamboat time.

L. Mace, of Aurora, is in the
business to-day (Wednesday).
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Mrs. George H. Grant, w ho has been in
Boston the past three months, has reMr. Grant
met her at
turned home.
Boston, and returned with her. stopping
en route for short visits at Portsmouth,
N. II., Biddeford and Skow hegan.

Savage and wife, of Northeast
r, were in Ellsworth Tuesday.
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(ieorge Smith has moved into a part of
| Mrs. Royal's house on Royal street.
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Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t

Powder

fifteen years ago two fiag-poles
on Main street, one in front
of A. M. Hopkins’ store, and one on the
opposite side of the street in front of
Parcher’s drug-store. They were erected
by the democrats, and for many campaigns they were adorned by democratic
banners. Two or three years ago they
were cut down, but the stumps are now
just above ground, having been worked
A day or two ago a
up by the frost.
Main street
merchant hailed the new
street
commissioner, and called his
attention to the stumps.
“Yes, yes,
said
the commissioner, “I’m going to
have them removed.” “O no,” was the
reply; “I didn't call your attention to
tin in for the purpose of having them removed.
Let them alone; they are about
all that's left of the democratic party.*’
were

(apt. John A. Ix>rd has
schooner, the ‘•Marcellus,’’ to Frank H.
Arey, of Bucksport Centre. The schooner,
which has been hauled out at Boston, was
brought on to Bangor by Capt. Fred Sel-

the

the city last Friday.
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the proposed route.
A. W. King and daughter Grace left
Lena
Monday for a visit in Boston.
Foster, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Poster, accompanied them as far as Lynn,
Mass., where she will visit relatives.
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Topic for the Week Beginning .lime
*2 Comment by Rev. s. 11. Ifoyle.
Topic.—A living Christ; Clip .tlilcf living
.o.
gal. li, 19, A): v.
1. A living Christ (Gal. ii, 19, 20'.

111. if. £. U.

the same careful manner as those constructed by the state, ami others have
purchased road machinery with the intention of extending the work onroad-

(T orrcspcntirnrc.
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Hoads in Massachusetts.
Hoston, April 15, 1895.
other than state highways.
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t\\elve large
worthy couple. The v\ hit* ribbonem of
at the great demonstration in Albert hall,
remembered Mrs.
the state and citj
and afterward presented to the govern- 1 Livermore
handsomely.
ment.
Cablegrams cam< from Mira Willard
Mrs. Clara C. Hoffman, Mrs. Helen M
Barker, Miss Lillian Phelps, Miss Belle
Kearney, Mrs. Mary T. Burt, Mrs. L. S.
Rounds and Miss Llizabeth l Yates are
among the well-known American shakers
who will attend the world's \V. C. T. 1.
convention.
Albert hall, which has a seating capacity of 15,000 has been chosen for the great

mass meeting of the world’s W. C. T. U.
and B. W. T. A. conventions. Costumed
representatives of the W. C. T. U. of the
various countries in which it is organized,
processions of various other temperance
societies, and a chorus of young people
and children are some of the features of

the demonstration.
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pay their respects, and indeed
everyone seemed happy to share in the
distinction of knowing and revering this
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Better that a dozen
remarks.
members should discuss the subject
poorly than that the leader should preach
about it ably.
Try something new. See what God
can do with a consecrated ingenuity.
Be humble.
If you seek to make a
reputation for yourself, you will make
no reputation for Christ.
Go in the spirit of prayer if you
would stand in the spirit of Christ.
Be yourself. Let your truo nature
speak. Only arrows from the heart’s
quiver ever reach the mark.—Golden
Buie.
wnn

opening

Christian Endeavor Iiriefg.

Halifax union now comprises 21 societies, a gain of seven societies or 388
members over tho preceding year. Best
of all was the report that 105 associate
members had united with tho church
during tho year, and that 85?" had been
given to missions. All honor to our
brethren of New Brunswick.
One of the lessons that every C. E.
society should teach is that of promptLet the public
ness and punctuality.
services commence at tho appointed

hour.
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You remember the old fashioned milk nan-,
made of heavy tin plate, which wouhl ia-t
for years. You have also had experience In
of the cheap pressed tin panthe
now sold.
Vou had to pay more for the
heavy pans, but which was the CIIE.\I'E>T
to wear out ?

durability

for which we pay an extra price, and we
know of hundreds of them In use fur the
last seventeen years and still good.
Why invest then in a c .n made of the cheap
est of all cheap tin which will last hut a
short time, when by paying a little more you
can get the

Treat- all IHucaae* "t Home-tie Animals.
Critical surgical OjHjrations a .Specialty-

Office, Hoom in, titles Block, Ell-worth, Me.
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a Patent business conducted lor Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent Office. M''
1 ave no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
ran transact patent business in less time and at
LK.SS COST than those remote from Wa.-h
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ft,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
< IIAI.I !.N, Publisher,
16ft Broadway, N. Y. City

Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise, if patentable or nut, freeof
Our fee not due till patent Is m-cureu.
How to obtain Patents," with refer
A book,
ernes to actual clients In your -t.it--, county, or
town, sent free. Addre.-s

charge.

Adapted to am business
,,r pi ..ftssion, ruled, with

/ l.ii

Day,

Union Pacific, and Northwestern Line.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and

SECURITIES,

Conti act and

Chicago,

LOWEST RATES
SHORTEST ROUTE.
F«.r hands, r:,.- lUn-tratc-d fiddcr ami detailed infwi'yn
addre** W. MASSEY. N. E. I’a*.. Agt., vr J. a. SSIIIU,
r, 1‘rn illc lt>
L
Ttav. l'aaa. A.-t
ZM Washington St., itootoa, Maos.

SAUNDERS,

AND

h

COM Pittsburg, Pa.

AND ALL WESTERN POINTS.
S«l«.-ct Excursion* ir m Chicago Every

51 bj Exchange Htubet.
PORTI. \NI),
MAINE.

C.’arriajrc**

For Sale.

Every Week.

an

particularly good securities thatj’pay a good
rate of interest, to w hlch I would call the attention of all wanting investments. Prices and
description of securities will !-<•* iit’on appllca
tlon. My arrangements are such 'that I am at
all times able to furnish any particular security
that may be desired. Correspondence solicited.
All busii <•-=> strictly confidential.

Glass.

CMlEbftMAX

CALIFORNIA, Er™-

office In Portland for the
purpo-e of dealing in bonds and securities, such as are legal investments^ for Savings
Banks and Trusts, and have now on hand some

I

book will be
free to ihone

nent

(().,

Low Prices.

aud
for

COUT and

ME.

Competent Workmen.
Prompt Attention.

cure

RHEUMATISM,

per doz.

M.

A. L. Si E. F. (iOSS

sure

all kinds of

-FROM-

combining with the heavy tin the submerged
method and automatic draw off principle, all
valuable features, and not found in
any othWe have the cheap cans lr you
er can?
want them, but they are dear at any price.

MADE and REPAIRED.

AT

AT

D !•; N T 1ST.

CARRIAGES

AND

Hi<

«•

<;. s.

GkADl

Wheelbarrows.

PAPER

I.A V

■

IN

Hammocks,
Carts,

ROOM

VI
A

ODONTUNDER,

Slitirrtisnnrnts.

LINE

'oooonouol

• •ntdiiute of the Phllautrlphla
l>entai College,
clast’ of *T.N.
**-<*» kick IN lilLI..-’ Block. Elaswohtm

LEWISTON,

FINE

yo

q]

HAH HAHHOi: AND HI.l HlllHL. .ME.

] )K.

WHICH IS THE CHEAPEST?

copy-

Made

2i
bill

i»i: n r ist.

and 25C Get the
pation
book at your druggist s and
go by it.

These changes must increase exhibits
Send to the
and interest exhibitors.
secretary, G. W. Mitchell, Augusta, fora

Fresh Coeoauut

ni

•

r-

ae

hi nki k. .11;..

i:.

John

j yn.

icw

artist.

Try

©

**

The horsemen will find the entire list
of classes reorganized, and new and important ones added. The cattle, sheep,
swine and poultry breeders recognize the
same liberal treatment.
Especially noticeable is the entire
change in the art department, the work
of revision haying evidently been done by

a

In

Har ll.trlx.r
lllochill edit

iTsorrtisnncnts.

breeders.

Only 5c.

•

[>

7

OIKIC1

I

struations am! backache.

ful.

present ing fifty American Beauty rose-.
Mr-. Livermore being e-j*< ally touch'd
by these remembrances from the younger
gene rat ion.
One of the n >*l significant events of
the day was a battalion <«f bova from tin

April 2, Hancock; May 1

Cool Soda will

®f

1

pr.o-rp*

r« "t'R i.r

spontane-

Hut the centre of interest was, naturally the I.ivernu*re homestead, where the
revered couple, still in the strength of
their mental and physical powers, rec ived hundred of their friends.
The little folk* had large share in the celebration, present ing floral ami jeweled prt-ssents of rare value and beauty.
The teacher* and pupils of the high
school, represented by a committee, manifested their iov< ami esteem for one who
had “done *.. mm h for humanity,
by

Maine State Fair.
The premium list for the next Maine
State fair has been received, and a glance
at its pages reveals careful revision in
nearly all classes. Year by year the premiums are steadily increased to meet the
demands and promote the interests of

and kept
ways alone being constructed
Thero is no reason why the C. E. soin order by the state.
should not have a revival on its
Progress has been made in the labora- i
own account. It is not necessary to wait
road-building stones of
Ifor tho church. And when a revival I tory work on the
| the state. The chief aim of these incommences with the Endeavorers it will
the
determine
to
(not be long in reaching the entire con- quiries has been
which constitute fitness for
qualities
gregation.
road-making. This will be of value to ;
One of the hard lessons that the young
to
the commission in enabling them
Christian has to learn is that thero is
utilize the road material near at hand,
something f•■ him to suffer for Christ
and thus lessen t lie cost of construction.
as well as
imethiug to do for Him.
As this phase of the work progresses
The secretary reports 110 societies in
location of
maps are made showing the
•Rhode Island, with a membership of all
suitable for roRd-building.
deposits
•6,305, of which 1,002 are active and
A number of towns have already appro1,803 associate.
to build their streets in

©

stan<iar>i pllannar.uli.ai ©
©
t! .at a latnlly ni...
®J

a

AIK >i; N I: 'i

celebrated than

stripes.

......

ciety

[‘rni.it

of Dr. Daniel 1*. and Mrs. Mary A.
Livermore, in Melrose, Mass., Monday
afternoon. May f>. Not wishing to make
ai)\
distinction among their hosts of
friends. Dr. and Mrs. Livermore made the
occasion a strictly informal one, inviting
“all the jieople of the I'nited States who
rare to come.”
The entire town of Melrose united
to honor the event, the
school-houses, town hall and all public
buildings being draped with the stars

supervision

priated

importance

Foster, J.—Oet.l, Washington, Jan.l, Waldo
Feb. 2, Oxford ; March 2, Knox
April 1, Saga
dahoc; April 4, Lincoln.
Strout, J.—Sept. 4, PiscatdquU; Oct. 2, Oxford;
L>ec. 2, Knox; Jan. 2, Cumberland; March 3,
Somerset; April 4. Aroostook.
•These figures, 1, 2, 3, 4, refer not to the day of
the month, but to the first, second, thin! or
fourth Tuesday in tHe month.

1

1

!

Kennebec.

vehicles an hour.
There is need of legislation to regulate
the care of. and responsibility for, sidewalks on state highways. These being of i
purely local advantage should be under ;
of the town, the wheel- j
the

o

®

admitted be-

was

scoosoeconr

lor All Women Who Arc sick.

o<*t.
Waldo
Emery, ,J.—Sept.
I>er. 3. Somerset; Jan.3, Hancock, Feb. t, l’i«
c.ttaqui-; April 3, Androscoggin, May 3, Y--rk
Wiswell, J —sept. 3. York. Oet. 2. Hancock
1>.
E Aroostook, Feb. 1, Franklin; March 1

an

and o

Professional c'dtfis.

3, Aroostook;

|

um s,

At tho

m

t hat

Oxford.

|

|

national

celebration

more

s--u«er
Walton, .E—June 1, Franklin; sept.
2. Cumberland, Jan. 3, A i.dru-e..ggln
A pri 1 E Penobscot.
Whitehouse, J.—Aug. 2. Penobscot; sept. 3
Andro-eoggin Oct. 3, Kennid»ee I>ec. 3, s-iga

derived from the construction of
the way is. as a rule, so much greater than
the injury to them by widening the road
that, in a large majority of cases, the town
officials have been able to procure releases
I1
without any cost.
!
Thirty-eight sections have been contraded for. and only eight of them are to
j have a width of eighteen feet of hardened
surface, all others being fifteen feet w ide.
As the primary object is to get length of
! way, the commissioners are considering
the advisability of building single-track
j roads in the thinly-settled districts.
These w ould not be over nine feet wide.
| with here and there portions of double
I width as convenient passing points for
i carriages.
A mile and a half of such
; roads can be built for less than the cost
of a mile of fifteen feet width, and the
advantage in getting produce to market
I is not lessened, provided such construction is confined to localities where the
from six to eight
average traffic is

r

system

them for the extensive

Fiftieth wedding anniversaries are alinterest and condoubtful if one of

set. Oet.

owners

t

s,

preparation, and ail
ne should be.

ways events of unique
gratulation, but it is
ous

_

Jan. 1, York,

no

--

■

ilaho.

i

o

Sarsaparilla

Atit's

GOLDEN WEDDING.

A

..

ways.
The plan is to build, section by section,
such roads as w ill connect the great ce nyour heart experience, is v.\.::;cd.
Have a definite plan, but let it be so tres of trade, and join with through roads
in other states, so that both local and inflexible that it can be altered at any
terstate communication w ill be benefited.
moment if the spirit cf the meeting
The provisions of our law will permit
makes a change desirable.
Watch for tho guidi:.,:; of the Holy ! contracts for the construction to be let
to municipalities or private corporations,
Ghost. Let Him lead the in ting.
Never speak or sing or pr .y merely lo
but the former arrangement is preferred,
fill up the time. Th..t is -.1 1 ill ge.
; as it is more effectual in teaching the peoHave several of tho 1110-t spiritual
ple the art of road building, and protects
members promise to continue in silent
the state against cheapening the work by
prayer throughout the service for the the importation of foreign laborers, an
element which is apt to be objectionable.
presence of the Holy Spirit.
Lead tho meeting, but be willing to
A resident engineer is appointed by the
let tho meeting lead you.
commission, and it is his duty to be in
Be ready with a verse cf Scripture to attendance, and keep a correct account of
direct the service should thoughts wan- all items to be paid for by the state.
der.
Wherever the traffic was of sufficient
Secure au organist who is a good musician, but a better Christiau.
The advantage to
been broadened.

temperformed among the
girls at Tahlequah.

union 1ms been

ance

<

speech.’’
meeting is the place for the communion
of saints, and not your eloquence, but

Young

A

*::i>ii.'I'h:

o
nos- ®

c

Jbfocrttscmtn ts.

The effort to repeal the Sabbath law was
defeated in the Pennsylvania house of
represen tat i\ c-.
\\

%

..

sition.

■

v

o

anywaydnn-

empirical preparations, whose
ingredients are concealed, will
not be admitted to the Expo-

wood, asphalt uni, iron and concrete, the
authorities have become satisfied of their
inferiority, as compared with our Maine
granite blocks, an<l are now purchasing

v -rut

®

n

patent medi-

Philadelphia is now the largest buyer
of Maine paving blocks of any city in the
TT
'.ado a thorough
Cnited Stab
trial of many kinds of paving, such as

»

i

aro

®
gerous or oitensive, also o

honored man and woman.
Mrs. Livermore’s record during the war
was not more noble than the one she has
since made, and The I'nion Signal wishes
her many years of health, happiness and
good works.

iiH'iit

£

Articles

railed to

Judge Myers of the district court, •argely of
j Leavenworth. Kansas, in a case for jo.' street
; damages against I>r. Leslie Keelcy. rules carri<d<
that

v

iniiu.

i*i>

^.

the c.v.y

telegrams

Somerset, and

and Lady Henry

AYER’S

I

C. A. SNOW & 00..

Opposite Patent Office. Washington, I>-

<

money,

Holt's

Variety

Store.

S. L. LORD & CO.

Subscribe for Tiie American

NEWS.

COUNTY
additional County

y„r

Xrtrn

see

other

pages.

^t-offices in Hancock county;

of the tJH ]

all the other papers in the county

bined do not reach
jc\S

Hancock county, and has

never

in

be but it is the only paper that can propcalled a County paper; all the
erly
r(sf are merely local papers. The circula-

hock is the guest of Miss B
at her home to-day.

May

tion of THK Amkrican, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer fist, is larger

rain

The‘-Catherine”

is

She

now.

the theme.

The

singing

adver-

seemed bound to

I’d Is worth, but up to date in

society, but
compass the laying-out

Mink of the w heel laid
him on
his
back in (iilley’s brook,
an ther
balky turn spread him full
length in a mud puddle, and soon with
mis naps too numerous to mention, but
nothing daunted, he was up and at it
again with courage worthy of the cause.
process;

sudden

a

ms

jumps

a

K. Carter has gone to Hall Quarry

cutting granite.

Henry
Conn., is

A.

W.

Oil

C.

T.

f.

the

Fran-

K. Willard \V. (’. T. F. held a parlor
meeting at the home of Mrs. William
(Filey, to appoint committees and make
ces

in

from

house.

W.

M.

Ward well returned home yesa business trip to East Sul-

livan.
Miss Horton basso far recovered from
her illness as to be able to resume her
labors in the school-room.
A. II.

Webber and H. H. Emerton have

digging a drain and laying new
pipe to the church cellar.
F. lb Long will leave here next Monday for Stony Creek, Conn., to take charge
of a granite quarry at that place.
J. Nelson Candage arrived home yesterday from Hall Quarry. He will remain at
home a few days to do his planting.
The schooner “Nimbus,” Byron E.
Young, master, arrived at Montevideo
the 19th inst., forty-three days from New

The lumber arrived last week for
Catholic church. Work began Monday.
J. M. Soulis is the builder.

name was

interest

Desert" makes her regular
Arrangements for a
stops here again.
live years' wharfage have been made.
The *Mt.

Mr.

The

wharf

steamboat

has

been

en-

jtoucrtfycmrnts.

was

in

Mrs. J. F. and Mrs. A. B. Haynes and
Mrs. Cates were in Amherst Monday.
H. M.

of New York, with
Mrs. Harriman and tw*o of their friends
Rr?at Alligator for a week.
Mr. Emery, of Whitcher & Emery, Boston with some of his friends were in
town Sunday and Monday.

Harriman,

John Towne, of Springfield, and Mr.
of Worcester, Mass., were at

Ackerman,

on

l.tHt

ROBINHURST,
No.

Registered

tie

In the

situation

3,488.

American

Guernsey Cat-

Club.

j

near

IR_

33. HOLMES

Chicago,

But rale.

AN ART CATALOGUE of these famous wheels free at any

Columbia Agency,

VS^tF

will be mailed for two 2-cent stamps.

or

WHITING BROTHERS.
1895.

SEASON

—

1895.

—

aiO WALL PAPERS.
FULL

_A-

Tapestry,

LOWER TRUES THAN EVER.

A 1

FERN BROOKS and
our

OF

LILTE

Brussels and

Mo(|iiette,

EX

KIDDERMINSTERS will be
thi> season, with LOW-

Leading Ingrain Carpets

ELLS

.02
.1*4

Wo take

a

close second.

grades

we

.......

show MANIIA I FANS, l

NIONS,

pleasure

Dried
.law 2U
.'S'

.lo
15

.It'" 14

Oran^
( ocoanut.s, each
Strawberries,
Fruit.

.15
.10

WHITE ami FANCY
Frices

I

-15

lb

ders.

in Portland
of
Neal Dow’s granddaughter, Miss Marion
Durant Dow, daughter of Col. Fred N.
Dow, to William C. Eaton, a lawyer
of that town.
A

;

JO.

society
May

event

16

was

of

cts.

upward..

INOLEU ATS.
yards wide.

16-4 Linoleums have never been shown in Ellsworth before. If
you need a Floor Oil Cloth. Try Linoleum. It will wear a lifetime.
We shall still carry 4-4. 6-4 and 8-4 Oil Cloths from 25
to 40 cents per square yard.
In addition to regular Carpetings

we

offer

ALL CARPET SUNDRIES,
-and-

SMYRNA RUGS,

JAPANESE RUGS,

THREAD,
MOQUETTE RUGS,
BINDING,

STAIR

note

the

from lO

Floor Cloths, two ;md four

furnishing

Mrs. Harriet Patten has returned home
from Ellsworth Falls, where she has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Cora Saun-

on

JOINTED, JOINTLESS,

We have this Season in Linoleums,

Lorenzo Patten made a flying visit home
last week; he is working in Franklin.

May

j

.20

for the creamery.
I. N. Tar box lias moved his family to
Hull’s Cove for the summer.

and

line of

.15

Dediiinu.

are

our

ami COTTON WAliPS.

.2
.Onu.ia

.10
Tamarinds,
Currants,
.08(& 12
.('S
Apples, 'i.-ii.-e strMiij
.12
choice sliced

Nut*.
.2- filberts, perdb
.1*1 Kn,\ Walnuts, per
.15

in calling your attention to

CHINA AND JAPAN MATTINGS.

cream

OILS,
WILTON RUGS,
LINEN STAIR COVERS,

CARPET LININGS,
BRUSSELS SAMPLES,
CARPET

SWEEPERS,

TAPESTRY SAMPLES,
EXTRA SUPER SAMPLES.

marriage

havej taken espceial^care In selecting our designs and colorings*for the coming
season, and the favor with which our special brand—Ferubrook Kxtra Super—has
been received by the trade, has warranted our purchasing largely in excess of the
past. We respectfully ^suggest that it is to your Interest to see our goods before
We

buying.

We

the

only
exclusively

are

voted

Dealers in Ellsworth
to the Sale of

having Rooms de-

Carpets

and Wall

Paper.

a

the

WHITING BROS.,

steamboat wharf. The
water from a
A new school-

pipes were being laid for
spring near Cornfield hill.

house will be next on the programme.
Lowell Chatto is building a new store

1

-.

j

\/"3^F

Providence,

LINENS and IIEMl’S.

Many of the farmers

Will stand for service at my farm on Surry
near his house.
road, three-quarters mile from Ellsworth post-I very
oflice.
Went Sullivan.

TERMS, $3.00.
Was awarded a Special Diploma for being the
Beal Bull of any age at Wyman Dark last fall.

STORES)

San Francisco,

New York,

Ellsworth Falls.

to

good public building.
A hotel is in process of erection in a good
as

■ RANCH

Boston,

.75
,i0

Joseph Higgins is visiting his folks in
this place.
Andrew Kenney is moving his family

are

mentioning

Factories,

HARTFORD, Conn.

In tin* lower

.75

.55

2

\ -a nds per 1
1'*
P
s, p.
lit aids, per lb

Your
correspondent
lately visited
Buck’s Harbor aud finds the old place,
which lay dormant so many years, really
picking up a little. The fine new store
and hall lately built by Mr. Ells is worth

Try the Thoroughbred
Guernsey Bull,

6.00

.70

1 *■'».15

Prunes,

three

Scrub Bulls.

--

There l* still an upwards tendency in llour,
but the advance at the llour centers has not yet
affected the local market. There is a further
advance of 5 cents a bushel on corn and corn
meal.
Shorts, per hag
Fleur—per bbl—
Mixed feed,
1.20(" 1 25
3.50f" 4.00
Straights,
w inter wheat,
1.25
bt. Louis roller,
1.10"* I 15
3 75" 4.(0
Spi.ng wheat,
Patents,
Middlings, per hag
I.<35
Winter wheat, 4.5' 5.00
Spring wheat, 4.76" 5..ji

liaisi! S,

the

having a cold wave since the
hot days of last week, and the
pouring rain of the 12th and 13th has
made the grass grow and flowers bloom.

Your Cows to

6.00
6.(0
6.0u
60)

Kips,
hairs,

children
visited Mrs. B.’s parents Friday and returned to Sargeutville on the 12th.
We

wife

Coal—per ton-Broken,
Stove,
Egg,
per load
1.00^1.25 Nut,
Blacksmith's.
Flour, ft rain and Feed.
.600

2.00<»jy8.50

3 0(

Lemons, prdo*
P.ainuius,
Apples,

J. Smith is visiting her daughColin Bed man.

Capt. B. Sargent,

town

General Offices and

*raiiKe-.—

Mrs. W. F. Blake and neice have been
visiting friends at South Brooksville, and
returned Sunday, the 12th.

j

POPE MFQ. CO.

:lUn. .30
,'7".l'
.10 I
.C-Vu ,C6 Tongues and sounds,
.12
.15 Halibut tins.
>4
.24
Halibut heads,
Smoked bloaters, d<>/.
25
.< 5 Smoked halibut.pr !hl2(" 18
."4 Smoked ulewives, string
15
.I6f«).18
C' St. .bd.ii alewive*. ea<
4
.3.’
.< 5
.10 C> rued fish per .b
.12
Lobsters, per lb
St ad,
.20'" 25
15
.12
Bluetlsh,
.'25
Trout,
Fuel,

.04 Itniik'h,
.04
Cow,
fried,
<'ait Skins, preen
.25m,.40
Pelts.
15
.25
I.urnb skins,
Setsh.
3.25
Herds Grass per bu
lover, per lb
.12 lied,
Ked Top, per lb
.18 Alsiko,
Lawn seed, lb,
Fresh Fruit.

Kosilla Blake is troubled by an injury to her knee, caused by a fall.
O. H. Venner and wife, of Bluehill,
have lately visited Cape Hosier.

Thursday.
W. A, Collar, of Beachmont, Mass., is
spending the week here.
The Alligator drive is expected to be
into the main stream to-morrow.

Mrs.

IS

*

II ides and Tallow.

Mrs.

Stop Breeding

girls’ sizes.

large, apiece

Ox

daugh-

Gilman Blake visited bis parents
19th, coming from Bluehill.

sketched

Great Pond.
Deputy Sheriff Cushman

the

Mackerel,

Com meal per t>u
i’orn, full Weight pr bu
Barley, per bu
(Oats, per bu

Kosilla Blake is visiting her broth*C. H. Blake.

Mrs. L.

ter,

manner

witness herself and had listened with the
tar of her
spirit.
SPRAY.
May 26.

j

Mrs.
er,

senting the shifting scenes, and expressing the thoughts of noted speakers, she
she felt that she had really been an eye

and

cord—

Dry Soft,
Bounding*.

whose maiden

was

-per

DryHard,

Cape Hosier.
Miss Annie Blake visited her parents
on the 19th.

in such an easy yet
that ail present were
charmed w ith the feast of good things,
and could heartily indorse the remark of
the president, when she said that through
our sister’s
descriptive power in preearnest

Wood

villc, and graduated at Colby university.
G.
May Jo.

Winsor, a former rector of the
Kpiscopal church here, ami his wife spent
last week here with their many friends.
v.

mother,
Mary E. Long,

19*
19*

Bicycles, next-best in quality,
*60; *50 for boys’

sell for *80 and

♦

ilii,
Na!m n,
lb

His father was Capt
Hast Bluehill.
llarlaml Stover who, after his marriage,
resided in East Bluehill, where Eugene
When about nine years of
was born.
age, bis mother died, and soon after he
went to live with bis grandfather, Jerry
Stover, on a farm near Bluehill village.
II-' attended the distriet school, the Bluehill academy, a classical school in Water-

the

K,

Hartford

♦

P.iktrtl,

in

horses.

Before the meeting was called to order,
ft ’itt!♦• informal
congratulatory reception
wa-* giv. ri the bride
present, .Mr-. CharleAll
Bunker born
Beckham.
Evadne
••
re glad t».» welcome the honorary mem>" r from
Ellsworth, Dr. Abby M. Fulton,
" ho
graciously complied w ith the urgent
r»
for remarks, and gave a half
hdelightful talk on the chief events
and experiences of her southern trip during the past w inter.
A vivid word-picture of
the Atlanta
suffrage convention, of which she w as a
delegate, a realistic glimpse of the polyk'i *t petition mass meeting, with pathetic
incidents connected with the last hours
of Fred Douglass, a brilliant glance at
the varied themes and versatile talent
presented at the triennial council of women at Washington, principal points of

His

Bluehill.

0*

“Standard for the World.”

’*

t—per lb
Dry Cod,
Pollock,
Mackerel.
Herring perdoz
Fresh —per lb
C«id,
Haddock,

been

will open
The hotels here are letting rooms quite
well, but the cottage** are going slowly.

II.

|

**

Ha

boat.

tow

compared them with all other makes?
Only by such testing can you know how fully
the Columbia justifies its proud title of the

Extra

1

cement

Main street.

8(<7'«10
7 ",12

Us^F

tested and

«

»•

terday from

short

K. T. Salisbury has gone west, and is
expected hum*- next w«-ck with some line

IHave

M--

Hemlock.

Richard Grindle went to Bangor this
week and purchased lumber for his new

should

arrangements for the coming county c onvention, which, by unanimous vote, was
postponed to Wednesday, June *>, it being
considered inexpedient to hold it on Memorial week. The union was well repre-

you feasted your eves upon the beauty
and grace of the 1895 Columbias? Have you

.o5

Hemlock boards
Spruce
Suruce floor,
Pine,
Matched pine,

Eugene H. Stover, who has been doing
Kd Atwood has done a tine job of gradsuch grand work as teacher of the Blueing around bis livery stable.
hill academy, is a great-grandson of Joel
Bee was in tow n last week. He
A. \N
Long, the first permanent settler in East
his store here June 1.

MEETING.

Friday afternoon, May 17.

on

=

—g

1

.50

Clapboards —per M
24*3 26
Spruce.
17" 18
Spruce. No. 1,
12oil6 Clear Pine,
3t(a60
15(5 21 Extra Pine,
35'<i,60
A'lhv 16 Laths—per M-15*0,16 Spruce,
2.00 j
.02(a< "1
Nails—per lb
Shingles—per M—
3.26 Cement-per Cask
1.60
Cedar, Extra,
2.10 Lime —per Cask 1.05@1.10 1
one,
No. 1,
1.40 Brick—per M
T.Jwodl 1
Scoots, .90/5.1.00 White Lead—pr lb .0i(" ."8
1(U/1.25
Spruce,
Provisions.
LVal.26 Tripe, per lb
.08
Steak, Beef, lb.
1
•. 1'»
1.; » 11
Errs;i pork,
Hum**, per lb
16 Mutton, per ib.
.'K
pi
Veal.perlb
.on".12 Spring iamb, per lb .16" 25
Boasts,
Beef. Corned, pr lb .ib" l1
Poultry—per lb—
.16
.IS" 20
Fowl,
Tongue,
1
.10
Salt Pork, per lb
Bologna
.If "/.l 2
Lard, per lb
.08
Pigs Feet, per lb
Fish.
Lumber--per

Wallace, of Stony Creek,
the village on business.

Violet Grindle returned last Tuesa visit to her friends in Bangor.

Mrs.

day

races.

lidge cottage

■

.04
Kye meal,
Salt—
.40
.06(0.25
Havana,
Dairy, per hag
.50 Liverpool, pr cwt
Porto Kico,
1.00
.60 Turks Island, pr cwt
1.00
Syrup.
Maple Syrup, pqt. 2! "i 10 Oil —per gal
Linseed,
,60(&.66
.16
Kerosene, per gal
Astral oil,
.17
I.timber ami Building; Materials.

about 120

Phillips wobble* calmly over the
course, utterly careless of black eye* and
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon,
York.
bruises, relying on his own skill in patch- and was
largely attended by many who
ing up t he remain*.
Alex. Love is at home from the Buckshad known him from boyhood. Rev. D.
Our heavy-weight, J. T. K., presents an
assisted by Rev. H. F. Day, spoke port seminary where he has been for the
Smith,
especially tine appearance on his silent words of comfort and hope. 1-arge num- last live months. His ambition is comsteed, and no doubt when he can control bers followed to the grave. The
family menda ble.
the force of gravitation a little better and
Roscoe L. Curtis with his family will
have the sympathy of all.
gets into his sweater and knickerbockers,
leave to-day for Hall Quarry, where he
May 27.
he will do some tall work. The young
He will take
will work cutting granite.
llarhor.
ladies, however, bid fair to lead in the Northeast
G. York in his sloop
Kri Bunker has moved into the Smal- passage with Henry
1 >r.

lb—

ted,

Yellow, C.

Frank Wight, of South Boston, is visiting friends in East Bluehill.

who passed away
but painful illness,
was a man held in high est-Vm by all his
His age was nearly seventy.
townsmen.
He was born, always lived and died ut the
old homestead. It is said that no man in
Surry will be s.» missed as Mr. Wood.
k aft'-r

The Standard for All.

$
0

.60
Turnips, per bu
.In
Cranberries,
30
Spinach, pk
.'5
.03 Cucumbers, western,
Cucumbers native,
.10
Radishes, bunch,
>0
.1)
Lettuce, bunch,
.15
Asparagus,
firocerle*.
Rice, per lb
.CfKai 10
.2.VS.30 Pickles, per gal
.fCgl.ftO
,4u
.3 (g).75
Olives, per qt
.31 Vinegar -per gal—
Pure cider,
.26
40'ul.60 Cracked wheat,
.06
.05
25@.60 Oat meal, per lb
.05
(juaker rolled oats
.051-2 Buckwheat,
.06

lb

^

%

Molasses--per gal—

employed.

to work

It

vain.

Potatoes,

f
1

JSicycles

*

—

(‘apt. Iwonard Wood,
we

8ugar--per
Oran u la

has

i

Columbia
v“-y

.03
.< ft
.03

Ri<>.
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—perlb-Japan.
Oolong,

27.

Ainos

frost is out.

hi^t

Coflee—per

The Chase Granite Co.
men

.03

Parsnips,

Kimt Itlueliill.

be smoothed off before the IirL of June.
It costs in: un-re t-» d*> it the tirst of May,
and it d<»es give us one more month of
It is most sincerely
good travelling.
hoped that the time will speedily come
when those in charge of the roads will
take time and pains to have them put in
proper shape early in the season as soon

in

Beets, per lb
L'abhage,
Bermuda onions, lb,
Squashes, per lb

were

does

standing

house is located just bea short distance

open to customers.

May

f

♦

Vi'Bftalileii.

The familiar sound of the “Ruth’s”
whistle is again
heard. The steamer
starts Tuesday for Southwest Harbor, and
\\ ill soon be on her regular route.

was

lawyer Fuller, 1 think, lias the right of
way just now, and when his w heel goes
cartoning around the corner with a half
do/- n ‘•mall boys as front and rear guard,
j't'dfstrians must stand from under.
A. 1. Holmes mounted a
peculiarly
kinky steed which had no respect what
his

when

Your

that all holes and

Baled.
II .15
Straw.
I <oose.~
Baled.10 .j 12

from the street.

called by
telegram last Wednesday to Machias to
be present at the funeral of one of Mrs.
Day’s brothers, who died suddenly. In a
family of twelve children the youngest
thirteen this was the first death. The
blow was severe to Mrs. Day, w bo has
been in poor health fur several months.
On account of the dispatch stopping at
Kllsworth
twenty-four hours it was
necessary to go by team, as the “Frank
Jones" had left Bar Harbor before the
telegram was delivered.

seem

of Ellsworth said vestertlav that the estaldishmet.t of the creamery here had caused a
revolution in the local hutter market. There
was scarcely any demand for dairy hutter
lie
farther -aid that the Ellsworth creamery hutter
wa- the best ever put on the Ellsworth market
..

C. E. Smith’s new bakery and ice cream
parlor looks very handsome and inviting,
although not so attractive as it will later,

was

a slight falling oil* in the price of
dairy 1.utter, and with Ixit Utile demand at the
prevailing low prices. One of the leading gr-».

1.

new

_,_—

4

per do/.35

Creamery per lt».25
18 a20
Dairy

account of mud and storm there
a large audience at the Baptist
church Sunday evening lor the Memorial
service. Rev. H. F. Day conducted the
Rev. D.
service and offered prayer.
Smith gave an address. “Palms in their

Hev. and Mrs. H. F. Day

having lots of fun
new aspirants to

Ober’s

Ed

with the

excellent, although several of the choir
were unavoidably absent.

•

July

Highest Quality of All.

~

<*-V

Hutter.
There Is

Mr. Atkins has resigned the supervisorand B. E. Tracy has been elected to
till his place.

not

Hands”

••

ship,

On

was

Cabbage plants, per 1ft.•.ft"
.1 «k»
Celery

Tomatoes

for the

yond Jesse Snallidge’s,

popular

Itnproved, per bu (seed).2 50
Plant*.

been named the

travelling public.
He reports business good.

to be

Pens;

Some of the cottagers at Grindstone j (lies.'.
Host faetory (new) per tt».15
Neck are expected this week.
llest dairy new .15
1 >utch v I mported).1.1"
Luciers’ minstrels gave an entertainKKK*.
ment at the ball Friday evening.
Fresh laid, per do/..1J ■< 11
E. G. Abbott and wife, of West Sulli- llay.
Best loose, per ton.
lft »i 12
van, spent Saturday and Sunday in town.

won-

correspondent, among a host of
others, has been patiently waiting for
for those good roads between Surry and

for

Mr. Davis’ hotel has
Ocean house.
season

making most
gets to Surry wharf
by 3 p. in. from Rockland. Probably no
man in Maine understands the coast better than ( apt. Crockett.
Besides, he is
one of the most genial and kind-hearted
men living.
These qualities help his boat
derful time

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.*2..r>0«:t.fto
I’eu, hutnl picked, per int.2.50 o.LOO

wrs

Grindstone Inn will be opened

ail

tised for our Fourth of July celebration
has stirred up the ambition of our professional men; anyway they seem determined to conquer or die.

ever

1

♦
♦

Country Produce.

Ili'it ii*.

Rice has been appointed trial

Ernest
just ice.

* ♦♦ mnmmm** ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<

shipping,

Harbor.

\Y iliter

those

FEVER.

races

sure-

warm

are
glad to see him, especially
young converts to whom he is as a
spiritual father. He preaches at t lie village, Morgan’s Bay and East Bluehill.

and

The change of ministers announced by
conference has been
Methodist
the
effected here, and the new pastor. Rev.
Mr. Powleslsnd, has, so far, created a
uesuay evening.
good impression, wn
May 21, W. T. Johnson and wife held a
farewell reception at Tremont hall, which
was largely attended by the people of the
community, who feel a sincere regret over
the departure of t he esteemed couple and
their interesting children. The occasion
was h
vtiy pleasant one aside from the
pain of jsirting, and interesting remarks
by the several ministers present added to
the harmony of good w ill expressed by
ail for the friends who after a year’s sojourn among us go t<> ]matures new and
untried. May joy go with them.

the

must

D. Smith has been returned to the
pastorate of the Methodist church here,

Wedding cards are out announcing the
marriage of Charles Hunker, a worthy
voting man hailing from Sullivan, but
who has made Southwest Harbor his
home for some years, and Miss Evadne
L. Peek ham, of Northeast Harbor. They
will make their home for the present
with t lie bridegroom’s aunt. M rs. William
Gilley. A wedding reception has been
planned, but has not yet taken place.

is

Ik-

Rev.

the minority.

Harbor

Crops

since t

Charles Anderson and h;- son Sterling
have returned from Brooklin, where they
did not tind employment.

Southwest
Another little daughter has found a
welcome* in the family of A. I. Holmes.
This is the fifth little girl to claim a residence in this section of the town during
thejMist month, boys still being sadly in

Southwest

make

rapid growth
of Sunday.

llnrfinr.

just now watching the
bicycle fame. Perhaps

Williams

Flossie.

M>.

(brass growing finely".

ly'

Hancock county.

THE BICYCLE

be

Sui t)

than that of all the other papers printed
in

s.

driving camp at (Lent Pond, Saturday.
Mrs. Lord, with quite a parly of ladies,
visited the camp oil Tuesday. Mi.-sF'ro-

claimed to

N WNK UW RKGARIXNG WRIGHTS AN1» MKASl'KKS.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh fiO pounds, and
buslu l of Turks Island salt shall weigh 7li pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, in good
older ami fit for
is IK> pounds.
I he standard weight of a bushel of beans In good orb raudllt for shipping. Is 62 pounds. Of wheat, beets,
rutn baga turnips and peas, 6o pounds; of corn. 56
pounds;of onions, f>2 pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye. and Indian meal, 60 pounds; of barley and
bucku heat, 4S pounds; of oats 32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
a

cupy t hem July 1.
The Kimball house is having many
changes made. The kitchen, sewingroom, and servants’ dinning-room have
been enlarged and a new roof put on;
a brick oven, 8x10, built; the ranges enlarged and a new chimney built sixtyGraves Bros, are doing
live feet high.
the mason work, and J. 11. Soulis the
carpenter work.
M ay 20.

J. M. Patten, Miss Fro hock and
Miss Bessie Williams, of Amherst, joined
the excursion party to Howard Lord’s
M

Thk A.mkk-

Hbbrrtisrmrnts.

MARK ETS.

Wednesday, May 29, 1895.

Mrs. Wistar and Miss Clark, of Philadelphia, were here last week looking
over the cottages they are building Rt
“Hnrborside.” They will be here to oc-

several years.

com-

only paper printed

the

not

is

many.

so

new

J. S. Are her lias moved into the L. S.
Williams house which lie purchased last
year, it having been recently vacated by
J. F. Haynes, who has occupied it for

Thk AM KKICAN has subscribers at I OH

E L LS WO RT11

larged forty feet on the front, and a
waiting-room is to be built and the
freight-house enlarged.

Alligator lake from Sunday till Wednesday.

The engagement of Miss Emily J.
Hardison of this town and William
Revere Hammond, of Somerville, Mass., !
his been announced.

Pauper Notice.

PT1HE undersigned hereby gives notice that he
X has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,for
the support of the poor, during the ensuing vear,
and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written

furnished.

order, he will pay for no goods
Habry s. Jones.

Customer—Fifty cents for filling this
Why, at the drug store
prescription?
iown the street they charge me only a
quarter. Druggist—That’s all It is worth
atthatstore, ma’am. They put about fottr
cents’ worth of drugs in the bottle and
then fill it up with water. I put in the
same drugs and fill the bottle with the
finest aqua pura. Thanks. Anything else?

Indiana

£lh' cHi -mnntl) American.

by

President

Grant.

He

KITI I KV

re-

TO ( AKIHOr.

in 1NM to accept t be appointment
«»f Now*.
\\ In now lugs
One Mock's
Postmaster-General under President
Novelty ami N'on*ense.
vn r«
.ITU
JOVKNAL
A 1
On
the death of Secretary
Arthur.
1M IU.1M1KP
Fx-Deputy Sheriff H. F. Uoold,of Port| Fulgcr he was transferred to the treasury
’; Y IliriN' \'I MOKMNCi
! \
e>f i land, whs, on Friday. May 17, adjudged not
October
In
ISM.
in
July,
portfolio
1
AT
of the charge of bribery.
i
that year he was appointed I'nited States guilty
i
i.nwhktu, maink,
of
district
Mrs.
the
seventh
George C. Frye and Mr-. George
for
judicial
J judge
V\ TH!'
S. Hunt, of Portland, have been commisIllinois.
ivxn i-i i'i ishixg < >.
sioned by Governor (.’leaves a* delegates
u
rami Manager.
!:
.is-*. I
Having supported the election of Prt
1
Mr
r.d tor
t
the Cotton State. into*rnational expoi f
'a yar. 7.» Ci'iH* t
ic«
Sn’
Gresham received from the President the I -ition at Atlanta, Ga.
i,t-j !,»r three months, 1
fix
Farmers’field day meeting at the Maine
portfolio of secretary of state, which
A" arrearage* nr
V.I
jvt!
office be held at the time of his decease. State college at Orono on Wednesday,
j
:attrate o? -?J per year.
reck
I June 5.
Exercises begin at 9 a. in., and
?
»<J wil
■—Arc reasonai
A<1\<
M> \Y
MEMOK1AL
will continue till 1 p. in. Information
on application.
be m.ell kin'u
will be cheerfully furnished by Prof. W.
inlrntUnis-*houl«1 be atlilressei
JtuExercises in IImcock II ill Sermon by ill. Jordan. Orono.
a,.
»
..nlcr- u.ailc payable to Till
to a,
I' 11< •*■.
': !'i.i-*nis•
Kev. Hr. AN liartl.
Ha'
Alexander Unc. thirty nine year* old.
wort I
Last Sunday evening union memorial a resident of South Brewer, was found
-W
! service' we re held in Hancock hall under
dead by the roadside in East Orrington,
AY. MAY 30, 1S95.
Tut
the auspices of W. H. H. Hire post, G. A. about a mile from
Bangor, Friday mornZ.VK:
JR., of Ellsworth.
17.
Death was caused by alcoing.
May
he
It; spite* if the inclement w eat her t
,ie >e« r< iai> of Slate*
holism and exposure.
1
spacious hall was tilled, indicating the
ut will Keenly feel tin
Th
Fireat lx* wist on Saturday morning, May
this solemn
in
interest
general public
net
.th in the death o
less l.e
is. destroyed the Hotel Normandie, the
fell
who
of
those
the
to
tribute
memory
I
tlie s.of state. the late Hon
Gressey block, and Atwood’s market.
| in the service of their country.
1a>ss about $20,000; insurance about f»V
Walter Q. i; esham.
service:
the
of
order
was
the
Following
has \ !*Judge i. .ham had a most happv j Anthem —“To Thee < * e ■untr> ".EichlKjrg 000. It was the largest fire that
since the burning of the
Lewiston
ited
wr
and
friends,
faculu
iking
Chorus of male "ices.
city building sonic years ago.
have nod .i'-l that the President am
Scripture reading,
Kev. V. A Mason.
It is the best fishing at Rangeley for
—-e personally attached t<
he had In
Prayer,
Miss Grace, daughter of Henry
years.
as
to
tin
views
Their
otiier.
eaili
Kev. Pav Id I. N alt
Hobart.of Fast Bridgewater, Mass while
policy of the administration touching Anthem—“No More the ><■;;; 1 "f t);e Bugle out two hours from the MooselucmeChorus.
our fore-gn relations have appeared tr
guntic house, a couple of weeks ago, took
Semen followed by pra; er.
be in accord, and whatever may bt
trout weighing six, four and one-fourth,
Kev 1 II AN Wharff
the division in public sentiment as tr
t hreeandone-fourt h pounds, and ten oneI •‘America,"
that policy, the two men, to all apChorus and congregation,
pounders.
pearance, have always worked cor- Benediction,
Five years ago Frank Garrett bought
Mason.
Kev.
Mr.
the Hillman farm in North Farmington,
dially together with a common purThe meeting whs called to order by the running in debt nearly $2,000 in doing so.
pose animating them.We do not think that Mr. Clevelanc commander of the post. Irving Osgood, During the five years he has wiped out
ami the services opened by singing by a
the debt, has spent $600 beside for stock,
and his premier have, in the actiot
male chorus, composed of the following
kept up the farm in good shape and has
Hawaiiat
taken
in
the
have
they
gentlemen: Tenors, t\ H. Drummey, O. contracted no debts. Mr. Garret’s famio
met
the
troubles,
general approval
\V. Tanlev. K. J. Walsh. A. K. Wood warn.
ly consists of himself, wife and three
the country, but they evidently be
| K. F. Redman, E. F. Robinson, E. E. t. lHp.m Wlm vavu farming Hnpun't nav
lieved from the beginning of thos< Parker; basses, C. A. Allen, F. \V. Rollins, in Maine?
troubles that the fallen queen hat ! J. A. Cunningham, E. K. Hopkins, A. E.
Patents have recently been issued to
been badly treated by her subjects
Austin, A. W. Greely.
the following Maine inventors: C. W.
The feature of the service was thestirand that, at ,he outset, our ministe
Bradford, Clinton, telegraph-key; F. 15.
had unjustifiably engaged in a con : ring sermon of Rev. Mr. WharfT, who Merrill, Yarmouthville, corn-silker: G. F.
“Well done.
the text:
from
preached
spiracy to depose her. and that the
Quinn, Portland, combined refrigerator
| good and faithful servant.” The preach- and freezer; C. F. J. Sea mm on, Andover,
present administration was in dut; er
scenes
the
stirring
vividly depicted
machine for making wooden toothpick-:
bound to set right the wrong whicl |
just preceding and accompanying the A. E. Smith, Bath,
pipe-wrench; G. S.
had been done.
and
war.
followed
| outbreak of the late
Tozier, Sprague’s Mills, device fo? markAll the acts of tlie President am I them
through the four long years that ing t hresholds, Ac.
Judge Gresham in the premises an followed, and recited the principles for
Speaking of the fitness for names t.- the
made clear and plain in their purposi w hich tlie war was fought.
persons who wear them, Maine has furunder this hypothesis.
Among the results achieved he noted
nished of late years many notable ex[\ the question of states rights settled;
The people of the United States am
What could be more approamples.
union
i3
the
abolished;
[2
preslavery
the majority in Congress took tin
State
for instance, than for h
served ; ( 4 the union strengthened ; (5) priate,
other side the right side, as probabl;
forest commissioner to be named Oak;
h11
time.
These
assured
for
the republic
nine persons out of ten in Maine be
an attorney-general, Powers; an inspector
results were expected; our cause was of
of factories, Chalk, an officer of the State
lieve—and Judge Gresham and hi
God, and it could not fail.
board of agriculture, Gardner? Nearly
chief yield- il; and there is no goo<
The preacher's sketch of the battle of
town, too, has merchants wh >-»
reason for saying that, whatever dis
Gettysburg stirred the hearts of tin- every
fit their cognomens to a T.
comfiture they may have felt, the] veterans. Having referred to what was occupations
Indeed, the list that most any one can
lost and what was gained in this great
have not in the last few months ac
recall to mind would be too long to print.
cepted the situation and made tin strife, he then pictured the scene on The question thereupon arises, does tinand
what
was
there
lost,
what
Calvary
best of it.
name attract the occupation or i- it all
w as gained.
The late secretary of state was cer
mere coincidence?
The sermon throughout w as listened to
tainly no jingo, and did not run hi: intently. At its close the audience was
It pays to read the newspapers, and
department with a challenging chi( invited to join the chorus in singing read them thoroughly. There is* probably
on his shoulder; but while he was no
“America,” the accompaniment being no device of coufidc-nee men that has
been more frequently or more t horougbly
wholly up to what we call the repre- played by Miss Mary t. Hopkins.
American” sentiment, hi:
exposed by the secular press than the
sentative
Mr.
moss-grown gold brick swindle.
A Home for <iirls.
long and faithful public career, hi:
Whipple, the venerable solon lumberOn Friday evening, May 24, a goodeminent
er\ ice it’- the field and it
man,
recently victimized by this old
civil life, entitle him tube estimate! sized audience assembled at the Congregame, says:
“Perhaps if I had read less
to meet Mrs. Florence C.
gational
chapel
as a patriot -a lover of his country.
1
of Talmage’s sermons and more of the
of Caribou.
Porter,
likec
who
knew
him
and
Many men
The meeting opened w ith a piano solo crimes going the rounds, 1 should have
him will always think kindly of him
been a less easy victim.
Talmage's serby Miss Marion Bartlett, followed by a
and time will give him his true place v
mons have been read by me regularly us
by Miss Grace J y.
in our country's history.
was
introduc'd by Miss eloek-work for over twenty years.” This
Mr-, b
is a wise conclusion.
Ii pays to know
and told the story of the work
Greely.
Business.
what is going on in the world in crimithat nas bet a done by the Children's aid
If wheat lias been so greatly injurec
nal as well as in religious circles.
society of Maine since it* organization in
by the snows and frosts in May that
The next
of the American inShe mentioned the different
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Boston, of Archbishop W ! miiV
fiftieth HiiniverH«ir\ of Ins priesthood,
a testimonial .;i
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AMERICAN HOUSE STABLES,
ELLSWORTH,

the sudden rise of twelve cents in twe 1 institutions for children throughout the
;
justified, the calamity wil State, showing the reason why the home
Belfast meets a long-felt
affect all business prospects, says
for girls in
The mar
want, although the other institutions are
Dun's Ki !a. tc of .May 25.
the best of their kind.
kc-tsdo not clieve it, for stocks do no
Mrs. Porter is a most forceful, logical
leather and hides stil
weeks is

colkn

.ron,

and

rise,

no

speaker,

holders of wheat woulc

eighty cents, a lower pric<
than hr.d-r known at this seasoi 1
for thirty years prior to 1S93. if cursell at

rent reports were credited.
Some injury lias undoubtedly beei
sustained, but our own dispatches dt
rhe fact

iety,

and

ness

of

:

ll-

..it

from

long

y

which

for

u.ix

all

re-

nursing for several
daughter that she
her home in Maine,

started with her for
landing on the wharf

at

bright sunny morning

last

aid and assistance she

was

Belfast one
June. With

placed

easy carriage anti taken t<» her
He was astonished at the
house.

in

Finest

ghastly

appearance of her features and quickly
noted the plain symptoms of that deadly disease, consumption. He was thorj oughiy aroused ami fearfully frightened
to see his daughter hut one step from the
He had
He had but one hope.
grave.
heard of the many wonderful cures by the
Medical Discovery,
use of Rodolf’s New
ami Cream Emulsion. He knew by repu-

Ever

I

Ivlatched

o

offered for Sale in the State.

Fairs

ceeding

the whole

at t'iii-

visible stock

physicians
personally knew of
some wonderful cures in his own vicinity.
his daughter under
He at once placed
this treatment. Her appetite improved,
cough subsided, and to say she gained
rapidly would be putting it mildly. She
tation,

who

several

recognition

ment in business, and

He also

mended it.

continued the use of the- great remedies
until last fall w hen she considered herself cured, ami started for Providence to
resume

her business
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to its

progress.
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once more.
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carts: one- double* jigger -art. h«.»« > *t»
horse-;
axle.-, Archibald who.-. for
4-wheeled dump cart, steel axles. Arch.
ae
halil wheel-, for 1 horse.
light express
All guaranteed best
wagon, new crop axles.
work and ntateri.il. One or all so d at a bargain. Apply to S. B. Bkown or J. T. It. Fkkiman. Southwest Harbor. Me
<

w

|

Patronage.

RECEIVED,
LARGE

STOCK

Ol-

PARIS GREEN,

one

>

1

1

KHVAhhs-2 second-hand jump-seatin good order: 1
eond-haml
1 new road
top buggy; 1 new expr<
all
wagon. Price* according to the times,
.it s. I.. I.oKi) A
o.'*, at Howe'.* carriage shop.

(tA
earryalts
Bangor

1/V\<

W-.

AT

for

stitute of instruction will be held in Portland, July 8-11, 189*,. The principal sessions < f the association will be held in
C ity hall. The speakers already secured
j
are President
Andrews <-f Brown. PresiI
i)l
ai:
i.
iri
W
dent Gates of Amherst, Chancellor Day Sii Douglas’ men's samples. *i/« s from 1 to
These are tioodyear Welt*
4. r>, ♦>. 7 wide.
of Syracuse university. Prof. Scripture and tin- best. O. R. Bt kmiam.
of Yale, Prof. Hart of Harvard. PresiI \ r.
A'H
l>( 11 I. r. It
rm-r
plight
dent Chase of Bates, Supt. Seaver of Bustru«
out.

INSECT POWDER,

—

sale or to let
Franklin Hoad
hi>u-t North Hancock: fourteen rooms,
ten chamber*; good stable, with wate r.
Farm
to tons of
"Mains -acres; cut- from J'> t
hay: good pasturage. Is largely patronized
by the eastern travel. Inquire on the pretnises.

n'OFSF.

WHITE HELLEBORE,

Suitable

for

any

pu.j—.

...

where light power i- iu-.«lfd
,lu-t the
Cleveland, President Walker tiling for wo. m1 sawing lnp#-rfeet r«p:i::, a m.I
Thwing
will he sold cheap. owner lei-*
furthi use
of the Massachusetts Institute of Techlord
May be-ee;. at Ilopk.n- l«»undry. for
I*, o. i;,.\ 4-..
nology, I>r. Baker of St. Paul, Supt. \V. partleular-. price, Ai nddr>
Ellsworth,
I*. Beckwith, Adams, Mass., Principal I,.
ll.MS Sew ra! g<
.».!•• •■•••
l f .•
S. Hastings,
Nashua. N H.. Principal
Creamery, and with p.entv «<•««! and
William T. Beck, Pr
<1 -nc«
P. I., Dr. i pasturing. Ka-v termFm par: ■-uiar» in'jllil vof \ < II Uit'KTMY, I -a
Samuel Thurber, of P. .-ton.
with L; ten rooms,
“When 1 wn- a
Chief Justice

Parcher’s Drug Store.
A. W. Cl SI I MAX 4c SOX.

of

boy,”
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1

bath
ami launch.
HOUSE—Two-story
room

u!,.

water

am!

seven

Foma Paints
EMBALMKI!S

EMERY,

KEAL ESTATE

ments of Governor Cleaves.

Secretary of State Gresham Dead.
Walter y. Gresham, secretary ol State,
died in Washington at midnight, Monday. He had been ill for some time, but

Peters'

no

of law.
In 1869 Mr. Gresham was appointed
I’nited States judge for the district of

Horses.

Permanent Business, and Solicit

-A

.,

acknowledges with
thanks the receipt of a bound copy of
the acts and resolves of the last legislature, accompanied by the compliThe American

serious results were feared until within a few hours of his death.
born in Indiana
Mr. Gresham was
March 17. 7232. In 1860 he was elected to
the legislature in ’ndiana. resigning the
office at the breaking out of the rebellion.
After the war he returned to the practice

Drivers,

Draft

JJor icalt.

C. H.

ex-

improve-

menace

Single

and

SALXOEKS.

I.

_

of real

Horses

They constat of

recom-

>

America, followed the furious rise in
stocks, in oil, and in hides and leather,
at once a

and.

Saddle

Vl'cTloN

cago alone of 300,000,000
bushels,
about three times the wheat there is in
the country, and a renewed frenzy in

cotton, with sales in three days

and

THE

am.

and

Oils.

INDERTAKEHS.

SjJtiinl

regai1 li. -s of visible requirt
ments. in the faith that prices are
Wild excitement i:
to
rise.
sure

buy,

day

y« ar»
while

OF

of

Strings

Peters is reported as saying. “I went to furnflce: stable for three hms«
large garden
pleasantly situated on huh md. Apply to
Mount Desert on a salvage case, and ! C.
H. Emery, Peters bio k. El:-worth.
Her death,
not
unexmonths.
boarded with an old widow who lived not
-• r< m
pected. is nevertheless, a shock to this
house and lot on v
hou
far from what is now known as Bar Harand lot on Oak street; house ami lot mi
community, where she has hern so long bor.
Then there were only a few fisher- I Church street, Ellsworth. ■». K Whitino.
and favorably know n.
men's houses on the island. W< stopped
For about a year Mr-. Norris has been
with the old lady a week, and what do
Xoticrr.
i ill. and bore her sufferings with patience
you suppose the bill was? Ten cents a
and Christian fortitude.
ROOMS- For the benefit
Enjal Xoti'ccs.
of
meal for her boarders, and ten cents a
those having merchandise < I any deMrs. Norris was the daughter of the late
to
of
at
1
will
re
horse.
luetmn,
for
t
He
mind
scription
dispose
<
OMMbSlONKHV NOTH I
And,
you, we
Heacon Jonathan Hopkins, of Milford, day
ceive such goods mi Friday and Saturday of
rrHt I'NDKK.SHiNK.I). having b.-.-n apiiad roast chicken, plenty of fresh fish, each week until further notice. E. K. Ilmand was the last of a family of four chil1
pointed
by the lion. Judge of Probate
;
kins.
Auctioneer.
and all those old-time delifor the county of llanc> k, on the second
! dren. Her husbandand twochildren- Ida, | preserves
of February, 1895, commissioners
We fairly laughed in the old
cacies.
Wednesday
I
I of Boston, and Lillian, w ife of Hr. H. \V.
to receive and examine the claims of credil lady’s face when she sort of timidly pretors against the estate of Andrew H. Taylor,
Haynes—survive her. and the stricken seated
late of Swan’s Island Plantation, in "said
her bill. Think of some of the
family have the heartfelt sympathy of a hotel bills down that
county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereway in these later
wide circle of friends and acquaintances. I
by give notice that six months from the date
of said appointment are allowed to said credThe funeral will take place this (Thurs- j years!”
| itors in which to present and prove their
DEALER IN
claims, and that they will be in session at the
day) afternoon at her late home at 2 p. m.
following places and times for the purpose of
| The administration is now certain that
Rev. E. A. Mason and Rev. D. L. Yale
receiving the same, viz.: at the office of A. W.
Prof. Wilson’s tariff will leave the counKing, in Ellsworth. Hancock county. Maine,
will officiate.
on Saturday, June 29, 1895, at ten o’clock a. m.,
try about f50,000,000 in debt at the end of
and at the same place on Saturday. July 6,
has
to
the
fiscal
So
it
econobegun
year.
CORNELIUS F. HAYES.
1895, at ten o’clock a. m.
has cut down
Dated this 23d day of May. 1895.
Cornelius F. Hayes, son of the late mize. Secretary Herbert
Arno W. Kino, >
in the navy yards,
Fried L. Mason, > Commissioners.
Bartholomew Hayes, died at his home on the pay of the painters
AND
and Hoke Smith cut off a Worcester widstreet
last
Mill
Wednesday evening, May ow’s little
other
The
the
subscriber
pension
day.
^pHK
hereby gives public no22. after a lingering illness, extending administration
has not yet decided where
X tice to all concerned, that he has been
His age was twenty- it can save the remainder of the f50,000,duly appointed, and has taken upon lornover several months.
self the trust of executor of the last will and
000.— H'orcesfer Telegram.
nine years and two months.
testament
of Leonard
Jellison, late of
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
Mr. Hayes was a young man of conOF
ALL
KINDS
AND
DESCRIPTION. : Franklin,
no bond being required by the terms of said
A
Woman’s
Burdens
siderable promise, genial in his nature,
will; he therefore requests all persons who
are lightened when she turns to the right mediare indebted to said
deceased's estate, to
of high character, and sterling worth.
make immediate payment, and those who
cine. If her existence Is made gloomy by the
He made many friends, and always rehave any demands thereon to exhibit the same
chronic weaknesses, delicate derangements, and
for settlement.
Wm. W. Bragdon.
tained them, and they all unite in exOFFICE,
painful disorders that afflict her sex, she will
Franklin. May 22, 1895.
tending their sincerest sympathy to the find relief and emancipation from her truublea
bereaved mother and the two sisters— in Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, if she’s
XotiffB.
overworked, nervous, or “run-down,” she lias
Margaret and Mary.
The funeral services were held at the new life and strength after using this remark
The New Soath.
TO HOKSK OWNERS.
Catholic church last Saturday forenoon, able remedy. It’s a powerful, Invigorating
race track at Wyoian Park, Ellsworth,
The citizens of Knoxville, through their
tonic and nervine which was discovered and
^J^HK
Rev. Fr. O’Brien officiating. The inter- used by an eminent physician for many years, Chamber of Commerce, invite
X is available for the exercising of speed
correspond- horses
on all days, except when an event is in
In all cases of "female complaints” and weaknent was at Mt. Calvary cemetery.
ence with parties contemplating locating in
Season tickets for this purpose
nesses.
For young girls Just entering womanprogress.
hood; for women at the critical “change of the South. Map and detailed information may be obtained of Capt. H. J. Joy, Ellsworth, at $5 each. This charge is merely
Corks may be made air and water tight life”; In bearing-down sensations, periodical sent free. Address,
nominal, but if one is allowed on the track
ulceration, Inflammation, and every
Chamber op Commkbcb,
without charge, all might fairly claim the
Indred ailment, It effects perfect and permaby keeping them for five minutes entirely
privilege. Hence the fee.
nent cures.
Knoxville, Team
immersed in paraffine.
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do with eoid facts. The temper is tc
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wheat, with sales in
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of A. H. Norris, died
home, corner of Church and Oak
streets, Ellsworth. Tuesday evening. May
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sped..alive spirit beyond
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at

and legitimate trade give as yet ;a
have
exeitei
demand.
adequate
the

the closest

omn aky.
MRS.

abundance and clie.q
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and she held

of her audience to the end, and as
on*- of the progenitors of the society and
the present secretary, her words carried
great weight and aroused in her hearers a
dee11 interest in the cause.
tion

serio.n

really

':at it

show

not

meeting

1S'.I3.

RLE.,

to

'•

April,

TII El

went to her bed-

once

careful

revived

1
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Miss Olive Paysou was born in Maine
Five
now twenty-two years old.
years ago she left her father’s house full
of life and hope, going to Providence, K.
I
to engage in the jewelry business.
She had always enjoyed the best of health
until about two years ago, when her
health began to fail, with a slight hacking cough, and she began to fade away.
This slight cough was a danger signal.
It increased in violence, Hiid night sweats
set in with pains through her chest and
lungs. Her food distressed her and June,
189-1, found her on a sick bed, a mere
wreck of her former self. She had employed the ablest physicians in Providence who were second to none in the
: treatment of
general diseases, but the
tubercular
i treatment of
consumption
baffled their skill, and she was fast going
w
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WOOD & BISHOP CO., BANGOR,
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for each year.

Saved His

Paysou

Mr.

Range;

tile best in the market.
Made in
stele for wood or coal or with our I'nuious Kemovahh' T)o<k.i*li
It’ not for sale in your locality, do not pay a larger profit < n inrate.
m ikes represented as “just as good," but ask us where to get the
Made and warranted by

feature** of

nuniN-r._
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makes the

Portable Cooking
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The Currency Question.
subject that is uppermost
throughout the country is the currency
definite ami 've
The first
ipK'-tion.
might say, serious mid mmpaet -{.cement that has been m>»
y the nut :• r
*’,•* is mad' m
of “Coin’* Financial
am.
the June number of Thr
The

f
|
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fains,

Block, Ellsworth.

Special

ILrgal

notices.

Notice of Petition for IHm Large.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, hs.: Court of insolvency.
In the case of Ezra 1) Lurvey, of Tremont,
insolvent debtor.
is hereby given that a petition
has on this twenty-sixth day of March,
a. d. 1895. been presented to said c ourt, for
said county, by Ezra I>. Lurvey, of Tremont,
in the county of Hancock, praying that he
maybe decreed to a full discharge from all
his debts provable under chapter seventy ot
the revised statutes of the State of Maine,
thereto and additions
with amendments
thereof, and upon said petition it is ordered
tinby said court that a hearing be had upon said
same before said court at Ellsworth, in
county of Hancock, on Thursday, the thirteenth day of June, a. d. 1895, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published in said county of Hancock,
once a week for two successive weeks, tinlast publication to be five days at least before
the clay of hearing, and that all creditors
who have proved their debts, and other persons interested, may appear at said place ami
a
time and show cause, if any they have, why
discharge should not be granted said debtor
according to the prayer of his petition.
Attest:—Chas. P. L>okk, Register
of said court for said county of Hancock.
—

N'OTICE

IX IXSOLVEXt Y.
Notice of Second Meeting
of
State of Maine, Hancock, ss.:—Court

insolvency.

In the case of Ezra I). Lurvey, of Tremont,
insolvent debtor.
a
is to give notice that pursuant to
decree of court therefor, a second meetdebtor
insolvent
said
of
the
creditors
of
ing
will be held at the probate court
Ellsworth, in said county, on Thursday, tn
thirteenth day of June, a. d. 1895, at tei
o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose
o
named in chapter 70 of the revised statutes
the State of Maine, with amendments thereo
and additions thereto.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr.
Register of said court-
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will probably play
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soon. The boys
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FLORAL CALENDAR.

Interesting Facts About
in tliis Neighborhood.

Flowers

Percy Sinclair lias gone to Auburn to
I Written for Tiik American.]
tlie programme was work at his
trade—lasting.
I saw a suggestion in some magazine
KATA I. SHOT BIliKII BY t l.KRK JOSIAH the supper, which was served in the vesJulia Belle Jarvis left on the 22d for her this
spring, that it is an interesting thing
III'VK!*B
try at 6.30 on Thursday evening, May 23, home in California.
THE BODY As YET INHer aunt, Mrs.
to keep a floral calendar, by making note
t lie supper all
After
being
sixty
present.
Rockher
to
IDKNTIFIEl) STORY OF
Fanny Davis, accompanied
of the date on which you And any flower
adjourned to the parlor, where the busi- land.
TMF SITOOTTNG
Next year you will
for the first time.
1
ness nu tting began at 7.30.
A band of musicians, of which Louis
know just when and where to look for it,
with
The
was
by
meeting
opened
prayer
An unknown man, evidently not a pro- j
j Crockett is a member, took an excursion j and it will be of interest to compare the
Roll call by tlie clerk, to
f**ssional burglar, was shot and killed by ! the pastor.
from Rockland to Surry Saturday, and I different seasons in this way.
which
eighty responded,sixty being pres- returned
Josiah Hunker, clerk in the store of John
Monday. All who met them \ For several years I have been in the
i
or
message.
Haul Gordon, at Franklin, while forcing I ent and twenty by letter
were pleased with their appearance.
habit of dating the discovery of a flower
II.
Brimmer,
an entrance to the store at 2 o’clock last The report of the clerk, J.
Schooner “J. B. Wellington,” Capt. which was before unknown to me, so that
Mr. Brimmer reFriday morning. The bullet entered the was read ami accepted.
a few comBobbins, of Bass Harbor, is at the steam- I have the means of making
335
forehead just over the right eye, and ported that the church numbered
boat wharf discharging coal. She brought
parisons.
300 resident ami thirty-five non-resident
penetrated the brain. The man lived six
Every one knows that this season is re100 tons, the largest cargo ever landed
three have died within the Inst
hours, but did not regain consciousness, members;
here. The company was obliged to have markably early. Already I have a list of
confive
on
been
nine
have
added,
and never spoke.
There was nothing in year,
twenty-two flowers, which is quite refession of faith and four by letter, six its sheds enlarged.
his pockets to identify him.
markable when we consider that some
as
<
1.
of
«.
chose
letExcelsior
O.
taken
members
non-resident
T.,
lodge,
having
Mr. Hunker has been in the employ of
it is almost impossible to And any
years
June
to
attend
district
6.
the
ters to other churches during
lodge,
delegates
year.
Mr. Gordon for the past eight years,
for Memorial day.
Bar
Susan
at
Emma
the
treasurer’s
Next
catne
Harbor,
Treworgy,
report:
serving in tie* double capacity of clerk
By April 27 the trailing arbutus was
*330.9S has been devoted to benevolence : Lord, Gertie Hammond, Maud Crabtree,
and night watchman.
He occupied a
abundant. On May 1, we found the blue
Mr. Dutton was Harry Crabtree. Alternates, Lizzie Wood,
the
during
year.
past
room above
the store.
Mr. Hunker's
and white he pat icas or liverworts, which
James Wood, Frank Jordan, Charles !
again elected treasurer.
story of the shooting is as follows:
are so fresh and dainty, coming before
The report of the examining committee Davis and Cora Clark.
It is a constant round of care and toll
He was awakened at about 2 o’clock in
their leaves. This flower is quite generThe committee
from which there is no escape. How eswas made by the pastor.
the morning by a noise as of someone
found in sunny pastures. The same
ally
sential, then, are health and strength, and
for the next year are Rev. David L. Yale, Sullivan.
trying to open the front door. At tirst
yet with how many women these are alDavid Conners -.moved into his new day we found the wood anemone, which
Geo. 1*. Dutton, Mrs. Lucy T. Phelps, Mrs.
called
the
together lacking. They are tired all day
wns
it
Mr.
but
but
is
wrongly,
bethought
(Jordon,
commonly,
Jthe Eleanor J.
house last week.
Sarah
E.
Foster
Mrs.
and
unable to sleep at night. In this conDavis,
noise of breaking glass a moment later
The little houstonia, which
dition the system will soon break down.
Prof. E. IL Stover, of Bluehill, was in snowdrop.
and Curtis R. Foster.
names
of
common
aroused him to action. Getting up he
in
a
number
rejoices
Next followed the report of the Sunday town a few days last week.
Restore the Strength,
took his revolver from the stand beside
out
of all
proportion to its size,
school work.
Mr. Cushman, the superA. Curtis, of Addison, who has
overcome that tired feeling, build up the
Mrs.
O.
well with
him, and went down a back stairway to
comparing
though
perhaps
intendent, reported a very prosperous I been visiting Mrs. Farnsworth, returned
system by the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the rear of the store.
t he abundance of the flowers, w’as found
before it is too late. This great medicine
year. The secretary's report showed that j to her home on Monday.
at the same time. Some of the names by
Walking toward the front of the store, the school numbered
Is exactly what overworked women need,
nearly 200, having
G. M. Farnsworth has bought the house which this delicate little flower is known
it makes pure, rich blood, creates an apscreening himself behind boxes of mer- neither lost nor
gained during the past owned
chandise piled high in the store, Mr.
by Mr. Trundy, and last week the are bluet, innocents, sky-bloom and petite, gives strength to the nerves.
that
whole
The
attendance
during
year.
Hunker reached a place where he could
family moved into their new home.
quaker ladies; all of them as dainty as
time had been 5,529, an average of 313
command a view of the double front
Dunbar Bros, have planted shade trees the flower itself.
for each Sunday.
The largest number
A few ambitious dandelions were also
doors.
In the dim light he could see a
the entire length of the land lately purpresent any Sunday was 153. The Sunday
man standing just outside the door.
The
chased by them, thus adding greatly to in full blosson, upon a sunny bank, on
school has given fl36.45 for benevolent
glass in the left door had been broken.
the appearance of the street and to their this same 4th of May.
and missionary purposes during the past
A few days later I had the purple
As Mr. Hunker caught sight of him, the
as
own reputation
public-spirited cityear. The report showed that there was
is
not
man raised his right arm.
In his hand
Prominently in the public eye today.
izens.
Capt. Bennis has also planted a trillium or wake-robin, which
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intterin in thr» air
ry soldier’s grave. I d love to
a l .y thare.

Vit

j

o'

Sund’y day to

uearly

J

sort

tints

;

TT
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FINE DRESS GOODS

hinted,
Kven after
t a purse born pride
was
he owned two largo tenements and two
he still liv. 1 « ver his store and
c rtag.
w re the same gray clothes
(irilT's pride,

n

or

._._______

herself and her husMuul began

f

du-ry

j

\K<> the i:\l. iisj\e Assortment of-—■

m

CARPETS, MATTINGS,
OILCLOTHS and

>u

good

DRAPERIES,

A.T

girl

All right, papa, after I've
Let dot vait und
now
N w. K
read m- .'
ch. Decoration days is gim rly
They
So Rus’p. who was a good girl, proceed
espeshally by Sfldu r boys
It was a story« f «ietty-diurg’s
nl to r- id.
The tale was little to Rosie s
fierce fight
went—wo
sell.m
t-r's
never
Bute
As she
liking, but she did not hesitate.
d iw.
read on and the story pictured that fear
we're allua home on Decoration
Id p';„
ful three days* struggle on the hill tops,
day.
the warlike Maker's blood was stirred. As
id boys marches through the
th.
They
the story detailed the slaught. r in the
lurans grand,
str*
bloody angle and in the wheatfield, and
i war tunes they’re playin on
:: th
A-fob
how Little Round Top was lost and cap
tie
lured again, his eyes Hashed with exciteAnd citizens .11 jinin in and little children.
ment- Rut it was when the writer tub! uf
too—
j
how. for hour after hour, the troops of
All mar- ;n under shelter of the old r. d. white
and bluboth armies lay, face to the gr- und. while
aU ve them flew the iron storm from the
With r
roses—ev’rybody in thet wn
opposing batteries, that he was stirred
little girls in white—just fairly
And crow 1>
Von HritT told himself that not
must.
-a.
even on the historic field of Austerlitz was
Oh. don’t th- i ys know it from th-yr camp
The
acr.' : the hill?
there such an awful cannonading.
description of the roar that seemed to
old flog wavtn still?
shake the earth and sky ns well reached
—

M.

GALLERT’S.
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T

Goods
five

mm wun lull iurce.

i.* y’u arthe bugul and th* rattle
of the drum?
Ain’t t..iy
way under heavens they can
T us florae?
ri
Ain’t they v.way wt ran coax ’em through
ti
r—
jest to flay
;t ev’ry day on earth s theyr
They kr. >v
Deo^ration day?
car. t

the

at the

at.

t.HK-

In

.-

li'*»

me

in
1

arr

his

uniform

Elias
hands

rest.

lied fersmilin and
iv*

and

and

that

over

a-ripplm

the robin

m

nice

in

riesome, lonesome. It’s a Sund’y
yit it
day t.» ?!-*■.
like,
It ’pears
rnor'nany day I nearly ever see
-tars and 9trip*>s alxwe a-flutterStill w:;or
s

grave, I'd lovet<«

lay

—James Whitcomb

a

lily
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VON GRIFFS
SURRENDER.
BY SEWELL FORD.

by American Press Associa
tion. J
knew Von GrifT. the baker,

[Copyright.

All wl.t.
T
bo a proud man.
knew hi:
Perhaps
so well known because he
his pride v
But concealment was
did Hot hide it.
something too subtle for the warm hi art
ed, imperii us German. His like- and his
dislikes were ns easy to read as the big
Some
blue sign above his bakery door.
there were among his customers whom he
Vet they wore
treated with open scorn.
cot driven away, fur Von Griff's bread
was

to

good.

There were several things of which Y
Griff was proud, but his ever increasing
bank account was not one of them.
Rosie wnYon Griff had a daughter.
He loved Rosie, and he w
her name.
had
a sword.
Yon
also
Griff
proud of her.
It is not too much to say that he loved his
gword, and it is but stating the bare fact
was intensely proud of it.
to say that i
A picture of Von Griff’s heart would
In one shrine
have rev. a!. <1 two shrines.
would have been seen his daughter—in
the other his sword.
:<>ned him his pride in Rosie.
None qu•
There w
those, however, who ridiculed
his pride in I.is sword and scoffed at ids
love for it The ridiculing and the scoffing
took phv a :rt from the presence of Yon
Griff.
The sweiii was a huge, wicked )
in a hra.-s bound, I
i
blade of

Known

Gettysburg when
from t In* parlor.

a

young

man came

ii.

ent.

“Ah. Mee-ter Fairfleldt. Yell, vot is id
now’
Yai.t to dak- Rosie to some m r,
dances, eh? My chrachious. hut you l v>
vill turn mine hair vite. Always vanting
mine Rosie to g«« somevere
Mr vnii Griff,” said Jack Fairfield
”1 want t«• a-k you something more »eri
ous than that this time.
Yell, veil, omit with it.” said the un-

suspecting

baker.
I want—sir. I—I”—
Jack hesitated in spito of himself wh 1
ho groped for the carefully pr ;
speech. Rut it was gone. Hecouldmr remember a word «.f it. ami there he \vastanding stammering likeascho* -lbev u *th

half learned lesson.
‘Yell, veil.” said Yon Grill impatient

IjJack made a last effort to r call
elusive speech and then blurted oun
war.t
*

R

sie.

Mr.

von

not

a morose man.

He

was

something

philosopher in his quiet way,
cheerful sort of philosophy was his

and

a

t*

■

f
a

*.

When Von Griff stormed into tie tin
shop. Fairfield was giving a teakettle an
new lease of life by the judicious applic •
tion of solder
‘‘Meester F.drfloldt, you haf a son, ! .f
you not!” abruptly began the baker
:
“I have, said the tinsmith.su.-, .■!
operations on the teakettle.
“t'nd I have a daughter,” went on Y
Griff.
Vnur son. Meester Fairfield’
asked m.* f*»r mine Kosie to marry.'
Ah?
said the tinsmith, with a s
•‘Hah, val
expl
ter I
M*
mine Kosie to marry.
\
He knows i.
son
is
mg*
-ung.
your
"•
h“ b a n
He knows not d
yet
lie vants to m irry t
r*eo vat he does!
Hah
Griff.
daughter of a \
The tinsmith smiled placidly at tins
tirade and put his iron in the blazing
charcoal.
A Von Griff.
continued the bak r.
throw!:.g out his client and striking it
with his clinrh- d fist
•’Meester Fairfleldt. I vos a soldfir
und I fights mo at .'"♦•dan und Metz. \n
,.

1

Ah. dot vos grand, grand! Her*>e< dev
Yes, und—veil, veil?
were, herot
lb* bad realized that some one was pres

a

Griff,

I

for my wile

Vat
The w. r i si .-mod to bo tho result of an
.-.-dun. The baker had 1 aned
inter!!.. 1 *
forward in his chair in an effort to rise
quickly to his feet, but bad failed. All
this had added to tho lurid color of his
face and deducted from his lung power.
He made another effort to rise and succeeded.
Y '.--you
“Vat!*’ he exploded again.
—you vant to—to marry mine R< Ye
*•
Yes, sir. said Jack, half wondering
whether tho hak« r was really g -ii.n i<. \
pi ode or only choke himself. She is willing, for I have asked her. and I cairn* to
get your consent.'’
You—you did, eh? Hah! My con^-nt'
cA«hb nni
Tr hm,
1 V (‘
over t;
Veil, sir. ymi v i 11 nefer get it—in fir.
!
t
desk at t' * ml of t!
ry count
Vat, mint* lb>sie marry a jackanapes of a
nigh: ;t v i» -uspend-'d on thew.dli
nobody! Mine Kush”—
t
r
and
wa*
the
first
“But I'm somebody to Rosie,” put in
Griff'.:
s
b i.i- yes re-?. >i when lie wok*
on
Jack, thinking a little argument might be
:i ! a relief.
on which they closed v
it was th 1
To Rosie, eh? Hah! But vat are you?
he lay down : > sleep
re friends of his knew il e
All wh
Who an* you: Answer me dot.
Who is
a' »w.ird, ami had ndm::vd ;
story of
your father''
lx
:i alfriend* had even
Hi* p irt
“You know my father, Mr. von Griff.”
This a
lowed to er ,w the huge i.lrulo
“Yes, I know him. 11 iss anotlu r noj
n
that they *:■ **d high in
pured tie
body— a no!.' !y. I dell you. Leaf mine
To tie -< he told st-»rn * f
Griff’s e-r
house und m fer comc here some more. Go
e
his war spent youth, poinu-d to the v.
avay quick'
t
r.n d
Jim whh
There seem- d to be nothing fur Jack to
ju*t above his
in the grizzled h- r
do but go.
It was very plain that the
temple at:d was !
<
e
is
ami
with
head,
baker was in no mood for argument, and,
on
flashing
p ->f
f
much as Jack wished to retort to the stateand nostrils once more a (juiver, spol
ment that he and his father were nobodies,
the field of Sedan where a French sal r
he turned on his he.*l without a word and
had left that mar:;
left the house.
And so ir was that many knew the -•
To strangers was poin* 1
Jack did not understand the cause of
of that sword
Von Griff's wrath.
He looked upon it
out tho baker who, as a German soldier
merely as the temporary ruffling of an old
man’s temper that a day would smooth
out
But Rosie knew better.
She fully
comprehended the contempt in which hoi
father held those whom he thought were
of common clay and far outside the nobility of arms which he had constructed for
himself.
She knew that his pet project
was to take her back to Germany and buy
for her an army husband—a creature with
waxed mustache, high boots, a clanking
6word and epaulets.
She realized that
her father's money would attract many
such and that the giving of her hand in
marriago would be only a question of hew
high a rank the fortune of the rich baker
I would
bring. Rosie did not propose to be
made a factor in any such bargain.
How
to escape it though, she did not know.
Von Griff, after a troubled night, began
the day in a passion which was felt by evAt last
ery one within reach of his voice.
he could contain himself no longer.
PutI ting his broad brimmed brown hat solidly
„
on bis head, he started out to lind Jack’s
••y0C—TOU—YOtl VAN! TO MARRY MINE
father
ROSIE!’'
Now John Fairfield was as quiet and
had onco met face to face a giant of the
inoffensive as the baker was irascible
terrible Old Guard of Napoleon in deadly
and
pugnacious. As a humble tinsmith,
conflict and left him with bis skull cleft
ho worked steadily in his little shop day
In twain by a single stroke of that big
after day, attracting no attention. He was
Doubters were shown the very
sword.
He seemed to
retiring and slow spoken
sword and silenced.
fill a chink in the social scheme—a chink
When Von Griff left the fatherland his
Yet he was
in an out of the way corner
sword was the greater part of bis property

•>

you*.
The tinsmith smiled and took up the
teak* ttle Turning his back on the bak* r.
.a
he held the k* ttle to tie light and b*
But tiea search
for unwelcome holes.
baker had not finished.
Who vos you- he repeated.
As the tinker did not answer, Von Griflf
replied to his own question.
•■You—you \ms—a—dinker—a tarn din
ker l'ml tink ymi mine Kosie * f* r marry
the s..n of a dinker!"
No, py chraei* us.
never! Meester Fairfleldt. your eon potter
I haf spoken,
house.
keep away from mine
und I am a man «>f my vort.”
Having thus delivered himself Vor
GrilT turned sharply on his heel
•‘Well, I guess Jack can take earn of
himself,” remarked the tinsmith quietly
vos

••

••

■■

see him handle his big sword
now!"
He would do noth
"Nonsense, Hosie.
He might lose bis breath
ing of the sort.
nnd say tbirgs. but folks are m t carved up
Don't
nowadays by their fathers-in law

every time I

But the fact still remains: you cannot

price

of bread,

at the

or

good, reliable,

buy pudding
fashionable

and

new

of trash.

price

other stores there is

a

ments, commencing
*

in

our

...

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
dard makes, at

Royal Tapestries,

Hosie insisted, though, that she would
worry, hut s;.o admitted afterward that
her father had not definitely decided win n
they should start, and that nothing hail
hem said concerning tho army ortieer
A few days later Jack saw Yon GrifT,
ar ! h
mptcd to go t<» him then, and
tell him that he knew all nl>out his plan
Tb Ink. r
lbi-.e o‘.T t<* < iermany.
to t;,k
1 fort* liis
was standing out in the strc* t
store directing the work of two of his assistants w in' w« re tacking fe-io. n> f r> i,
white and
buntingon the awning It

Japanese Matting,

was the afternoon of the day b. fore Me
morlal day, .and it was in bon* r of this
that t!;-' pa’riotic baker was dec. rating.
Hut Jack saw Hosie looking fr> m an upper window, and he contented himself with
slyly throwing a kiss in her direction.
Ko.-ic hid her If from the view of her fa
tb* r i low and throw one back.
When the { arade of tie* v«-t< rans pass* d
down tiu main street of the village Horn xt day, Yon Grill's bakery was resplenWhat- was
dent. with the national colors.
lacking in taste was made up in lavish
ness.

Flags

little

nnd

Hags big

were

the front of the
building. The awning posts wore swath* d
in mi, white and blue cambric, and there
was a big red lettered motto painted on
cott- n
loth, which read:
HONOK TO THK HKHOKS
Von GrilT. the author of all thia display. stood under theawning looking ban
py, and beaming with suppressed enthusitacked in

rows

across

asm.

With a martial roll of drums the parade
down the street.
First came the
grand marshal on a prancing big gray
Then came the local oflicinls, in
horse.
two open barouches, next the band, and
behind, marching with heads erect and in
as good time ns rheumatism and ago stif
foiled limbs would allow, came the vet* r
ans; some in full Grand Army uniform,
with white crossed bolts over blue suits
and brass tipped helmets, and 6oiuc with
only the black slouched hat, ornamented
with wreath inclosed post numU-r and the
cord and t;i1. to den* to that th y w ;«.
of those w'h" had fought side by side with
those win
graves they had just decorated
The marshal of the day noticed Von
Grill's patriotic display and determined
to reward the spirit in which it had been
came

of all the stancents

50

Brussels,

■
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Fifty pieces All-Wool Carpetings, consisting

you worry

Kcining in bis trrav steed, h* wh* led
and pave thr order to half.
Thi n I rln^
ing the\rter.ms t > a company front up
ami down thr rurrrt be roan, das ho wavt d
his sword:

--

■

any cheaper.
Seventyline as -me dollar did

at

per yard.
-q cents.

.....

at

$1.00
10

------

Oil Cloths,
Lace Curtains,
Holland Shades,

cents.

25
cents

50
25

....

pair.

per

[-

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

Ladies’ Coats, a great Leader, at
Ladies' and Misses’ Capes, a Leader, at
We have higher grades, but these two
good values.

$4.9;
$2.90
leaders and

are

extra

.......

DRESS GOODS.
Bargains, which no one can follow:
36-inch All-Wool Novelties, at
25 cents per yard.
India Twill, all colors, at the same price.
3S

Two Great

All-Wool Challies at
magnificent line of high-grade French

39 cents.

Novelties

A

prices,

from

39 cents to

...

at

cut

$1.00 per yard.

SILK DEPARTMENT.
One lot of Wash Silks at
One lot of Jap. Silks in stripes and small
ticularly good for Shirt Waists, at
Satin Duchess, in all colors, at
There is

no one

who shows

larger

a

plaids,

25

cents.

39

cents.

par-

$1.00

line of silks than

we

do.

WASH DRESS GOODS.
All the Novelties in the same, consisting of over fifty different
tabrics.
Crepon effects seem to be in the lead. We otter several lines
of them at 12 1-2 cents per yard.
Klcgant line of Sateens, Ginghams, Percales, Scotch Lawn,
Prints, all at the lowest prices.
......

......

......

--

made.

..

>

our

he

him.

of

Riley.

mu.

Heartily

Then she gave her father a kiss and a
hug and tripped into the next room
“Yot is dot you say. Rosie?”
Yon GrifT could not change the current
of his thought so quickly, and liosie's
words w. re all but lost upon him.
On his mind was still pictured the lit M

And

in •:
On ev'r;
tbare

ne

Ing that dud of iron throated monsters
until their turn came were indeed brave
men and heroes.
Rosie, dot vos grand, grand, grand!”
be exclaimed when she bad Jnished.
Rut now I want
“Yes. I know, papa.
you to listen t<» me. There's some one in
the parlor who's coming in to say sonu
thing to you, and I want you to be real

st

the

.c
And tiu
the p-.
Above '•
the trees

and mother, whar

nau

himself?

were

in

Between our prices and those of
difference ; although our goods are better and up to the times, we sell them as cheap as you
pay for
trash in other places. If you want good and reliable goods
which arc not out of elate, you can get them of us.
We offer the following leaders in our several different
depart-

goods

agreed with the writer that the men who
stood their ground thcro and waited dur

r.

We’ve tr-ed

terror

same

cheap; they never
buys as many goods

last year.

>•

-.

Oh,

are

cents

“MEEf-TEIl t AIIIHEI.DT,” BE' IA S' THE HA K EU.
Tho baker turned fiercely at tho words,
glared ferociously at, tho unrufiliij object
of his anger, and then left the shop.
With many a chuckle Jack s father told
him of tile baker's visit, and added, “The
nest time you go courting 11 sic Von
Griff, you'd better wear a suit of chain
armor,

my

boy."

But Kosio would not let Jack run any
She made him promise not to
such risks.
go near her father until 6be should give
him permission to do so, and to repay him
•bo planned many ingenious meetings. So
tho courtship went merrily on in spite o(
Von Griff and his big sword..
May had almost gone and spring was
fairly Installed In winter's place when one
day Bosie met Jack with reddened eyes
knd serious face.
“Why, Bosie, what's the matter?
You’ve been crying.”
“I know I have, and I’m going to make
you cry, too,” she said dolefully.
“Ob, now don’t! Just think, wouldn’t
I look nice weeping?”
“Now, Jack Fairfield, you just stop
making fun of mo and listen. Something
dreadful’s going to happon.”
“Well, what Is It?”
“My papa ia going—going—oh, Jack—
he’s going to take mo to Germany and
marry mo off to an old army officer. There
—how do you like that?”
“But he’s not going to do anything of
the kind."
“Yes, bo is. Wo’re to start In Jnne.”
I’d
“Then we’ll bo married tomorrow.
like to see him take you off to Germany
then.
“Ob, Jack, I wouldn't dare do that. He
would—oh, he would kill you! I shudder

Com pnn-eo, attention! San a a nlo «>
OOt!"
As each veteran swung his right hand
np. palm outward, to his hat brim V-m
<i.
Griff, heart swelling and eyes din
drew himIf up to the m ~r.stiffly
ar
tial attitude which his corpulency w uld
allow and returned tho salute.
As the veterans again f- rmed into fours
and begun to march on, Von Griff's gaze
fell on a man in veteran s unif rm march
ing modestly in one of the rear ranks. It
was John Fairfield.
On the day following the parade the tin
smith was hard at work in his shop when
in walked Von Griff.
Meester Fairfleldt," began the baker,
with his usual abruptness,
I am von
I came here
Idiot, und you are von hero.
to ask of you your pardons."
“Oh, that's all right," said Fairfield,
with a laugh at the baker's earnestness
and humility.
“Vill you shake mine bandt?"
“Why, of course."
With duo formality and solemnity the
handshaking was accomplished. But the
baker had not finished.
“Meester Fairfleldt, he continued,“yesterday I learn dot you voe a hero. Today
I find dot you are also von gentlemans."
“Well, I never considered myself a hero,
Mr. von Griff, but I thank you for the latter expression of your esteem," replied
Fairfield, still with an amused expression
on his face.
“But you are von hero," persisted the
baker warmly.
“Dey tell me how you
fought at Gettysburg. Dot iss enough.
Meester Fairfleldt, I vos a soldtier mineself, und I fight at Sedan, but I never
fought in von grandt, von terrible struggle like you haf, und vonce more, Meester
Fairfleldt, I salute you as von hero. As
for your son, I vant you to say to him dot
ho iss ns welcome in mine house as in his
own, und dot when he Iss ready vonce more
to ask mo somedings vich ho vonce alrotty
does I vlll be pleased to hear him."

HOSIERY AND UN PER WEAK.

[-

Particular attention is called to tiic wearing qualities of our
Hoys’ and Children’s Hose We make a specialty of these,
they being fast colors and very durable. Prices from to
to 23

cents.

If you want a
colors, ask for

SHIRT

......

satisfactory Ladies' Hose,
our

in either black

or

X Hose at 25 cents.

WAISTS

In Wash Goods from
Silk Waists,
Ladies’ Night Dresses from
Ladies’ White Skirts,

Chemises,
Corset Covers,
Drawers,

.....

------

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

-S cents

to

tP3.00

to

5°
-75
50

cents to
"

“

$1.5°
$5-00
$2.50
$3 °°

12 1-2

$i-5°
$100

25

$*.-5

-

large quantities and every style, to suit every taste.
In PASSEMENTERIES and all kinds of DRESS TRIMMINGS and DRESS LININGS, we are headquarters.
In

our departments are now complete with a large assortment
select from. OUR PRICES ARE LOW, and there is no
is
one who will sell you goods cheaper than we do; neither
wc
there anyone who shows a better assortment of goods than
do.
Samples in Woolen Carpets sent on application.

All
to

M. GALLERT.

|

L.iy Him Low.

SStftfrti'scmrnts.
Forestry and Thrift.
legal Xoticra.
It is beginning lo be seen by communiTo the Honorable, th«- Judge of the Pro
ties not specially test bcHe t hat t here is a
Court, in and for the county of Hancock.
BY M. Ql'Ali.
REPRESENTS Rued
(3
close comieci ion, after all, bet ween beauty
I
i I.each, of Ellsworth, that Kim
in t he land -cape and dollars.
\ lament
Reach who Iasi dwelt in said Ellsworth, di-d
Arm
ri
«
[Copyright, 18%, by
Press Associaon the 20th day of December, a. d. Ihsii, inf*
arose in M> ine Home time since over t he !
tion. J
tate, seized and possessed of personal state
in said county exceeding twenty dollars in
greedy shearing off of picturesque wood-1
We had been held in reserve on the sec
which ought to be administered acvalue,
lands
to
for
immediate
the
ond day at (Jettysburg so long that, men
gain,
grea*
cording to law, leaving a widow, whose m.
and horses became nervous and afraid.
is Susan (J. Franks, she having since married,
| detriment of greater and more permanent
next of kin the
4 and as only
My horse was on old veteran who would values. There were some at least who saw
persons wlm.-e
residence and relationship are •■*«
names,
drop his head and pick at the
rtilh ;s l.eoi no higher motives werefollows, viz.: Kuell .J. Leach, aged 39, son,
with a battery firing on either side of us,
Ellsworth: Asenith <».
McOown, aged 31,
dominnnt t hat to destroy ruthlessly the
SYSTEfl
but ns the moments dragged away on this
daughter, Ellsworth: Delia L. Maddox, aged
scenic charm in the landscape was really
Edward K. Leach,
29,
Ellsworth;
daughter,
occasion he evinced a woman's nervousv Is under a severe strain.
aged 19, son, Ellsworth; that your petitioner
to reduce th revenues from the city and
Tlie coni I
ness.
I looked down the lines and saw
is oldest son of said deceased; wherefore
that tho alignment was constantly being summer boarders. And in Maine, as well ! 4 is at its utmost tension. In a v your petitioner prays that said Kuell J. Leach
4 moment it will break. The man 4 may be appointed administrator of said esas in otiier parts of New England, the
broken by tho horses backing up or forg
is a wreck.
He is worso than 4 tate.
ing ahead. They could see the fighting to millions of dollars that come from enterDated this 20th day of April, a. d. 1895.
d dead. The need of the times is a ^
the right and in front, and the smoko
Ruell J. I.each.
taining urban and summer contingent
Asenith G. McOown.
d help for weak nerves. A low ner- a
from tho Union battery to the left and in constitute in rural neighborhoods by far
Delia L. Maddox.
vous state is inherited.
Pale
and
front of us drove hack and over us uud their most important income.
0 delicate
Edward K. Leach.
children como into the
As the habit now is, whole acres are
the horses breathed it in and blew it out
bh.: —Probate court second WedHancock,
world from weak and shattered ’.
of their nostrils in gasps.
wastefully shorn without a break, under
nesday, May 8, 1895.
the lumberman’s axe, with the same unin4 parents. What is demanded is not
Notice of the foregoing petition is ordered
A tremor of excitement—a sort of shiv
and
causeless
destruction
that
# a sedative merely, but a tonic as H to be published three weeks successively in
telligent
•r—ran down the line.
the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellswould happen to a fish-pond if nets were
well.
The
4
nervo centres do not (►
Tho wind had shifted a bit to b’ v fVe mid so us to exterminate the Mimll and
worth, in said county, prior to the second
need to be lulled into sleep for one (I Wednesday of June, 1895.
smoko to our left, and down across the I! In ge
fry totally, and without thought for A nifilit but to be rebuilt.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Tho
remmeadows we saw tho Confederate cavalry the future. This is emphatieally killing
()
Attest:— Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
t he goose t hat lays t he golden egg ;and t he j 0 cdy is at hand that will do this
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
forming, with tho green woods for a back
Job Stuart’s men were there, 1j forest farmer and lumberman must someground.
Dr. Swan’s Nerve.
# To the Honorable
4
be made to see it.
Judge of Probate for the
Ashby’s men, men from Hampton’s le- ! how
9
and Blood Tonic
4
countv of Hancock.
The forestry commission proposes that
gion, Imboden’s
Virginians. Hosscr’s t he State
GMIK I'NDEKSKiM'.I) John Hancock, adexercise freely t he right of emi- 1
rangiTs, guerrillas from
MosLy s com- m at domain in the creation of forest pre- \ the prescription of I>u. Jno. Swan, \
1 ministrator of the estate of John s.
Hancock, late of < rland, in said county, demand. There were fragments from every ser\es. In no other way can there be
>p'-« i:dist in nervous diseases is
j
ceased,
respectfully represents that tin goods
mihed. recommended 4
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an effectual
the
right
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more
The
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Heart Trouble, Las- $
rapidly, and there wasn't a man of us who and
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pc die or private sale, and
^ I
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d.d !l"t real!/' what WHS
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i-limate
suffer.
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furt
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■, liries iv.: irdin:;' v-ur < use free of V
may
rods by land of **aid 1. B. Conners a d 1.
There ;t ban t brooch. New Hamshire.
'i
<nr battery!"
# < har«re. With KYLRY BOTTLE# I’artriiigc to laud tormerly of Bar/.il'.t Hopy are r dug to char
nolHge.ernmc.it park n lie far
kins; thence southerly by his land about
was I he e.v lunation on every man's lips,
is
a
BANK
oru
HEARCHECK,
#
# twenty
and hardly a spot ;u the Adirondaeks,
rods to the northeast corner of 1. 1>.
but we could nut be sure of j:; -t the part
4 ANILE that this REMEDY#
which ;s in quite close enough custody toHopkins' land: theme easterly by land formwe were to play in the affair, if dismountA
WILL
ALL
WE
DO
CLAIM
of
Eldridge Hopkins about fifty roils to
erly
I day, after alt that has been suggested and
the westerly side of said town road; thence
ed and used as infantry to supp* rt the dom to save them. As to the bits of scena i wR IT.
Full l'int, $1.00. Sold
by said road about sixteen rods to
<
northerly
f
>
> »
guns, wo could make a de-i rat* tight
ery and rare grovi.3 whiee no law surrywhere. Sent on receipt of
the place of beginning, containing six acres,
It, and fur several minutes we li-temd to rouods, w hat constant and medless de- j
more or less, being same premises conveyed
j»rice.
hear such an order given.
to me by Ira F. Cross, .sec Hancock Registry
During this Hj.oilt* *i of t hem we see everywbe *e! On 1
States Medical Co.,
Westbrook, Me
i-i v e-.nnt
of Deed's, vol. 155. mitre 539. of the real estate
how
ry roads a few casual and
time an aid rude up with nn order to the
^
of the deceased, to satisfy said debts and
trees
nn
ines- j 4
add, of t hemsel ves,
colonel. If was an order from the general ancient
charges of administration.
t i u’H 111 e »: id haunt ing charm tot lie whole j
It. bad come too
John Hancock.
to retire the battery.
landscape! And yet ho lias not seen, nt
May 8, 1895.
late. Some of tho battery horses had been the
instance ,,f « single owner, often, in !
STATE OF MAINE.
killed and a number of others wounded by two days’ time a raid
upon these precious j
ss:—Court
of Probate,
Hancock,
May
the explosions of the big shells thrown at I landmarks which neither a new
'AMade a well
term, a. d. 1895.
planting
nor time
us from the woods behind tho Confederate
itself shall repair? Harper's
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered. That
of
Man
said petitioner give public notice to all percavalry, and the way to t!;• r r wa- al-o \Vert:t ly.
Me:1 sons interested by causing a copy of the petiblocked bv the iimmiinitiun w runs wh :■ li
tion, and this order thereon, to be published
n
,\n eccentric old gentleman placed in
hntl como up. The battery would be 1- t
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
Held on Ills estate a board with the folor saved right where It stood.
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
wo
t
At the end of five minutes, while
y
lowing generous offer painted thereon: INDAP 0
^•
appear at a court of probate for said cou ..ty, to
’fUK fcUL.tr
sat waiting, the troopers in gray wheeled
be held at Ellsworth, on the twelfth day
“I will give this field to any man who is
HiN-OO REWED?
in
the
ten
at
o'clock
of
June
next,
into lino under a fire which must have
»PKOLCCES THK A:
contented." He soon had an applicant.
forenoon, to show cause, if any they have,
tried the nerves of the hravi ^t, and tie n
*.
I. I'M tn M* I?
IUX
the prayer of said petitioner should not
man, you are a contented felwhy
“Well,
my
I1;
h
iilir.-T
rvn'.M
.Memory,
the coinpa t mass got t he \v. >rd to ad\
be granted.
Km is•,.»•••.• i»«-s.
low !" asked the old gentleman. “Yes, si
!■ y
riven vigor and 8l*e
O. |>. (CNN INC HAM, Judge.
They were coming for our battery, w 1 h
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To tin* Honorable Board of County Commissioners for the county of Hancock and Suite
of Maine.
of
rpiIK U N I) E US I C»< N F. I), E.Ernest E AhlmM,
1 Hancock,and urtis
Moon,of Fr uiklln,
both In the county ot Hancock, afore aid hereby respectfully petition your Honorable Board
and ask that you grant to them a license to
keen and maintain a ferry between the towns
of Hancock and Sullivan aero.
..a,
so-called, from the Lemuel Crabtree what;, so-onto point opcalled, on the Hancock shore to '■■■*•■*
.^
posite on the West, sullivnt
April first ami November tlrst of each yr.ir, lor
the transportation of foot pas < ngt
and
freight; and that you will lix and establish suit
able rates of toll therefor.
Dated this 12th day of March, a. d 1895
Ernest K. arrott.
CURTIS K. Moon.
STATE OF MAINE.
Court of County CommisHancock, bs.
sioners, April term, a. d. 1895.
Upon the foregoing petition it 1- eon -idcred
by the commissioners tliat the iktitioners are
responsible and that they ought to be heard
touchiug the matter set forth in their petition,
and therefore order that the county commissioners meet nt Lemuel Crabtree’s wlntrf iu
Hancock, on Thursday, the 27th day of June
to
next, at 9 o’clock a. m and thence proceed
*'*:
•. naview the route mentioned in
med lately after which view, a nearing of the
parties and witnesses will lie had at some conther
venient place In the vicinity, and such
measures taken in the premise- a- the omtnissloners shall judge proper; and it i- further
ordered, that notice of the time, place nnd purpose of the commissioners’ meeting aforesaid
lie given to all persons and corj ••rations interthe petiested, by serving an attested co
tion and this order thereon, upon .i.<- ei> kof
rk
the town of Hancock, it like
E.
of the town of .Sullivan, a cop'
Abbott, one of the petitioner"■•-ring
two public
up attested copies as aforesaid,
<lajs at
place* in each of .-ai*i town.-,
•'
Ieit-t before the time appoint* <;
view,
o •> r theren
and by publishing lie pel it i« >ii
worth
on, three weeks successivt'I\
\ mcricao, a liew'-paper publi.-n..th.
.iiion
of 11 .•;,«.*<• k,
in t In* count
aid
to be thirty days at least be for*
view, tlmt’all "persons and <.• on.i,- in crtin > think lit.
ested may attend and be hrard
;k.
-.John F. Kn<
Att.-t
•:
ton.
A true <*opy of the petition n<
<
rk.
Attest -JollN F. Kn«.
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Lay him low, lay him low.
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indapu

M N.

strolling through the
place on the gulf of

said M. 1*. Corcoran of New Or
lean'*. with Father Hally when wo and
denly approached the figure of a nun. She
was tall and shapely, and though her face
was perfect ly white her beauty was such
that I i v.o.l i:.\oluntarily and exclaimed. Tin re is a picture for an artist.
Fath-r Hally returned dryly that hers
I beauty, but
w.-iity
;
! that I rould w- !1 Is
I r> ;
the
for a
net t
ful eyes 1 saw her fre
r and had no
ulty
qu< tit:..
:
r past, f**r« very one s<rm
in 1* at•
bef
1i.Mie
illt.il W itll
id t I

1
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infantry supports.

why
The applicant

very."

sir:

we

field?"

nt if'
a
stood, two thin, short lines, n j r
thousand dragoons, but not numbi-rim/
one half of that figure, and a b<<iv of live
»

r<T'y-

aejuind

all

'"bbcrtisrmcnls.
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t!.--gr
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ring. f..r war troubles were immiThe lovers took a sorrowful fare
well, vowing t » be loyal to « a :h other,
though he j rforce was going to j- in the
ranks
f the enemy of the south and alist in putting down tho Confederacy.
“The denouement to the story was sad
not

and

startling.

One

day

a

man,

worn

out

and travel stained, sought refuge nt the
hum. and was admitted into thev.ong
woman's pr> s-n.u She gave a cry -f rapture. f r it was her northern lover, ami
then X- lain.ed with consternation
11<»\v did you get here?’
*Hv crossing the lino.’
‘Hut if you are found here they will
kill you.
I could not resist seeing you.’
"Then, in an agitated manner, she informed him that a detachment of southern soldiers was
encamped beyond the
small wood and that tho officer in com
maml was his former rival.
"At this moment the door was burst
open, and a number of soldiers entered the
■

\
j

It
Ah, here Is the spy!’ said a voice.
South' rn rival.
"Th. y. ung woman threw herself before
the Southerner.
You know ho Is no spy!’ she exwas

the

claimed.
Well,

I

he will Ik* shot as one.’
Have you no mercyl'’
“'What mercy have you had for me?
He shall die like a dog!’
‘•s‘t*e,' she implored. ‘I beg on my
knees. Could you not withdraw your
nu n or so
arrange it that ho may return?
'*
‘Possibly I could.
'And you will?’
‘On one condition.’
‘Name it!*
“Ho bent over her and whispered in her
•er.

‘s,ev',r-’ Kbe exclaimed.
‘Then he shall die.*
‘‘‘Not as a spy!’ exclaimed the nortbThere
ttnor, rushing for the window.
**
o

TIILUE WAS A fell

a ei*

ice four.

The northerner stag
gored, placid his hands to his breast, and
then fell to the floor, dead, shot by his
rival h. f r-.s t?..* y. s of the
young woman
"ho had been the occasion of the bitter
vendetta, ^ho became a nurse and after
the war retired to a convent, where doubt*ess she still cherishes the
memory of her
a

lover

sharp report.

copy,

Attest; -('has. P. Dour, Registei.
• it as. P. DoRii, Register.
Attest:

1

To the Honorable Judge of probate for the
county of Hancock.
administrator of At a court of probate holden >1 in., ksport,
I'NDERSDiNED
rj^llE
.<
the
within and for the county oi
ilt
f
the estate of Nancy A. Robinson,
1
second Wednesday of Mav,
EKES WORTH, ME., and other Leading Drugrt spect-aid
in
deceased,
county,
Bucksport,
n
in
R.
FREEMAN
T.
fully n presents that tin goods atnl e ha 11 e! s.
l)t
a certain instrument
rights and credits of said tleeeased are not the last will and testament j
tt.
of
debtand
charges
tin
to
suMiciciit
pay
ju.-t
late of Tremont, in said r,
-ed,
administration by the sum of three hundred
havimr presented the same t
dollar-: where!■ your petition!
y mir
pr ty
eet
That
Ordered.
honor to grant him a lit disc to sell, at public
nian give not ice t<- ;•
iiy
|n
lot of land with the
or private-a.ic, a certain
abof this
a
causing
copy
in
vil-iiuated
Bucksport
buildings thereon,
the
sue
weeks
iished
three
lage and described end bounded a- toilovvs:
kEllsworth
American,
pi i
t >n t he -out h
!c of > k <t reel, and hou mled
»11
worth, that th>y may .’pi»
on the east by Samuel snow, on the -outh by
lid
at
Li
be
held
court to
Arthur Ward'.'.' II, on tin west by simeon
luae
on the second W
county,
Oak
north
mi
tie
stmt,
ami
by
!■•
t
r1 OU IIKAKACIIE. ; Newcomb tinof
t h«at
ten
Sl'ki:
next,
-ame pnnu-cs convive! to the
and being
ve.
and show cause, if
late Naticv A. Robin-oil by Henry William- j noon,
sin.:
instrument
e.ed.
the
said
wiyv
;
bv deed d:iti d duiv 1 i. 1-75, Hancock Registry
1
es.•.proved and allowed as tin
sold for of Di d-, vol. I'd, page J 1, of the reale.-taU
have
said deceased.
of tic dec. a-t d
including the reversion of tameilt of
)
five years, and have the willow's dower therein;, to sati-fy -aid
the
'''•■r|‘ter.
Attest:--( h as. P
debt-and charges of administration.
I*
Kt
te:
Attest:—Chas.
V
true
copy,
\\ u.uavi A. Rkmick, adm:.
not failec. in a
j
Bucksport. M iy 7. a. d. 1895.
OE M \ I N E.
STATE
1
STATE OF MAINE.
Relief in fifteen minutes.
Court of pro:.,-.,
ksport,
Hancock,
ss:—Court of
Probate, May
If».muck,
Mav term. a. •!., 1895.
or
warrant
term, a. d. 1-95
for
111 enl'NTs having be n I
d
That
t pon the to,' going pi tit ion, order-,
inent in estates of
ini said pet ii ior.e: give public not ice to a 11 perTwelve
Smith,
money.
(k-o. W. Herbert, L n L
the
a
of
son.interested, by eausing
pecopy
administrator.
tition ami this order t he icon, to be pu bl is bed
cts.
box for
(
Ik lvie*.
Judith Saunders, Orlai:*!.
three v ck- successively in the Ell-worth
administrator.
pa per printed or pu mis bed
F!
them once you will Aim 'c an, a new!f ,ou
Amanda
Wesley
Fay, Hucksport.
in i.ii-worth, in -aid county, that they may
dridge, guardian.
a p pci
at a dm rt of probate for said county,
F. Blake, l’.ro..
y \.
use
Wellington
tune held at Ed-worth, on the second WeilBlake, administrator.
the clock
ten ot
i.. y
of .June next, at
II.
I.eander Hancock, Iiuck-po ?
Head- inn tin
for Nervous or
forenoon, to show cause, if any they
Rice, administrator.
have,
why 'he prayer of said petitioner
ok.
Cecil V. Cole, Deer Isle. 1
ache and
he
should not
granted.
guardian.
r.NNIMiHA M, Judge.
). p.
< ole
l-.-r:
Thomas S. Cole, Deer k
A’te-i: • has. P. Dorr, Register.
guardian.
IT
as. P- Doki:,
gi-ter.
Atie-t
A true copy
smith,
lino.
Alonzo
Colby. Bucksport.
NO PAY.
NO
executor.
subscriber hereby gives public notice
H'lunerpHE
Elsie H. Noyes, Boston, ( haJl t.. all concerned, t hat he ha.- been duly- well, guardian.
appointed and has taken upon himself the
I’ no
Hu Ison
Devereux.
Elizabeth
trust of executor of the last will amt testaDevereux, administrator.
aroline A. I’archer, late of Ellsment of
1'hat the said ar. onntants give
Ordered,
(led
of
used,
Hancock,
worth, in the county
b
Ki.i.swonrn
N! Main St..
vans.eg a
notice to all persons iuteiest*
by giving bond as the law direct-: he ropy of this order to be published three
therefore reuuests all persons who are inin the Ellsworth Ameriweeks
successively
make
imdebted to said deceased's estate, to
in LL-worth. in
can, a newspaper printed
mediate payment, and those who have any
.t
a
said county, that they appe:
pinnate
demands thereon to exhibit the same for setat Ellsworthcii t In—1 uid
lie
to
holden
court,
NOTH I OK foil KCl.OSl' KF.
(Jeorge P. Di ttos-.
tlement.
d.
1895.
a.
Ellsworth,
8,
May
ST AT K OK MAINE.
clock in the forenoon, amt snow -mu-". n any
I thev have, whv the same should not be alHancock, ss.
Notice of*Vtitloi» for Discharge.
'«). p. Cr N N 1 N 1 11A .M, .1 udgc.
of Orland.
lowed.
W^IIKIll- \s, .1 (dm I.. Wetherhee,
Attest:—( 'has. P. IV-nr. Ib-ei-tt-r
Hatienek countv, '-tat** «»f Maine, i»v his
\\
deed 0! mortgage dated Oct. s, lh'.r.1, recorded in
Court of Insolvency.
Hancock sh
j A true copy, Attest:—( has. 1*. 1v.uk. Register.
411.
llamcek Hegi-try ot Deeds, Look
OV. K!
page
In the case of .John M. Rich, of Tremont, InNOTIC E OK KOKl.t
lot
nr
certain
(•(inveved to the undendgned, a
solvent debtor.
1IT HE RE AS, Almond I. Leach, of SwaiFs
F. is hereb\ given that a petition lias,
his
count v, .m.iuic,
Hancock
Island,
as
<
and
described
bounded
in
-aid
unto
>rlan«i,
on
this eighth day of May. a •! 1*95,
d:i;. ! May
mortgage deed dated tb- f"iir:
follow-. t<> wit
Beginning on the ea.-terlv side been
for -aid county.
presented toof-aid couit, in
a.
d. 1K94, and recorded in t h»■ Registry ot
ot the county road leading from Orland village
the eounty of
Tremont,
;»v John M. Rich,
Deeds for said Hancock count>. .k 282,
to Bluehili, near the house of lloratio tiros-;
Hancock, praying that he may lie decreed to a
coto tin
page 128,
thence s s-° K. 98 rods to land occupied form
full discharge Iroin all hi- debts provable under
i•.I. Knox
k
s.
3
rods
thence
partners doing busim--- at
t
vi
hv
uerlv
Blnlsdcll;
by
-c\cntv..f tin- revi-ed statute- of the
o
na
chapter
tin
under
-‘.-.cot
county, Maine,
land i.i -aid Blah-dell t»» a beech tree; thence State of Maine, with amendments thereto and
u parcel
the Rockland Beef company,
>. »;»•'■/ i:
l'\ nnls bv -aid Blal-dell’s land to a
additions thereof, and upon said petition it is
-aid
of real estate situated in Bint- H
to land occupied
-,.ik«- and -tom-. > l-s I
bv -aid court tii.it a hearing be bad
ordered
bed
Hancock county, ami bound*.i
-..id tiro— 'd tod- 11 link-, theme N.tiOJ*0 >V
at
Klls
said
court
the -nine before
md
at tic
upon
i.
as
follows:
Beginning
Gross
of
the
said
W.
N
land
s**
14 rod- and
by
in -aid county of Hancock, on Thursl»\ Tbomas
worth,
owm-d
of
land
on
line
thence N. 13*
running
ms rod- to the said
ountv road
rod- to -take and
day, the thirteenth day of June, a. d
Leach, twenty-four (24
u*; rod- h’> link- by tin- east side of said road
\\
to
1895, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
stones; thence north thirty-tw
to point of beginning, containing SO acres, more
that notice thereof be published in the. Klls
18
stake and stones; theme w*-si sixteen
or
le--; reserving a right-of-way across the worth America:., a to w-paper published iti
-outii twentyto the highway; thenc*
rods
road
to
the
from
land hereby convened,
county
said county of Hancock, once a week foi
and
seven
27) rods to place of l>. va n n •.
the meadow land being the same premises con- three successive week-, the last publication
with the
l<
containing four acres, more
the undersigned,
ve\ed to tin- -aid Wethcrbce
<>t
hear
before the day
be live dav
to
'aim.-tamling.
4
thereon
buihlings
and wliereas the conby*ih d dated * »• t -, 1
and that all creditors who have proved
.ml
lot conveyed by Nahum H. li
dition of -aid mortgage having been broken, I ing.
their debts, and other persons interested, may
I. Leach, by deed recorded in Hancock Rcgclaim a foreclosure of the same, and give this
at -aid place and time and show cause
.»mi
whereill;
288.
book
appear
of
Deeds,
pagi
igtry
notice tor that purpose.
if anv they have, why a discharge should not bt
een
as the condition of said mo
Dated May 16,
the
granted -aid debtor'according to the prayer ol
broken, now, therefore. h\
MnicKiu. C. Bowden.
his petition.
im a
breach of the condition t.h*-r
Attest(’HAS. 1*. Dorr, Register
said
of
foreclosure
mortgage.
NOT 1C” 11 OF H OKKt LOSl KKi
of said court for said county of Hancock
(irsTAvrs F. Swift.
TlT HERE AS, Almond I. Leach, of Swan’s
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Islam!, in the county of Hancock ami
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Maine, May 8, 189a.
Rockland,
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the fourth day of May. in the year of
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State ok Maine, Hancock ss.:—Court o:
Lord one thousand ight hundred and ninetySTATE OF MAIM-:
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four. and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
Tremont
of
M.
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In the case of John
Hancock, ss.:—Court of In-.
for said Hancock county, book 282, page 119,
conveyed to the undersigned, doing business insolvent debtor.
In the case of Stephen I. King-ley, of (ioulds;11 Rockland, Knox county, Maine, as co-partis to give notice that pursuant to ar
insolvent debtor.
boro,
rpHIS
and style of the Rockners under the name
cn..n hits,
1 ordered court therefor, a Mrund meet
is hereby given t F 11
of
real
debtoi
a
certain
said
insolvent
parcel
land Beef company,
ot M.i>. a. *1. 1S9.‘>,
ing of the creditors of
on this eighth day
»--tate situated in Bltn Hill, in said Hancock
will be held at the probate court room, it
<
been presented to said couit.
niity,
as folthe
Ellsworth, in said county, on Thursday, th<
county, and bounded ami described
by Stephen L. King-ley. of c
and runthirteenth dav of June, a. d. 1*95, at ten o'eloci
Beginning at the
I lows:
of Hancock, praying th:o !»• m.-iv decounty
,,n
line of land owned by Thomas
in the forenoon, for the purposes named it
in- '.-ids,
creed to a full discharge ii*-..
stake
and
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to
of
Maine
21
state
of
section 39 of the act
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i Leach, twentv-four
provable under chapter
stones; thence north thirty-two (32) rods to
entitled “An act in relation to the Insolven
.-ndstatutes of the State ot Mai'.
-take and stones; thence west sixteen (16)
Laws of Maine,“ approved February 21, 1*7*.
;; iments thereto ami additions tl
tip -n
Attest:—(.’has. P. Dork.
rods to the highway; thence south twentyii’b but a
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27 rods to place of beginning, and
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xen
>urt,
hearing be had upon ti.« .-amc. 1 •■i«u
coir lining four acre-., more or less, with the
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allowed
be
not
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n
K
>anl countv of Hancock, insolvent debtor,
think I had just cause to go, v '<
testament of said deceased.
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has bet u declared an insolvent upon ; last will and
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Mould.
Hooper, has not provided fm
()
P. t UNNINfiHAM, Judge
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saw the odds
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we did not run away.
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Farmers,

by

Laborers,
Teamsters,
better shoe than the
Can find
no

It is strong, reliable, honest, and manufactured
1 y t .give ALL OIT-DOOK WOltKEKS the Best Service for the Least Money.
Men and Boys, from soft, pliable stock,
M idi- f
in
two styles, seamless Balmoral and Congress;
with and without tap sole.
exi■
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TAPLEY & C0-,

AMOS P.
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Bread Winner.

slay.
“Hally!”

Forgotten.
When tho sun sinks to r- stun M. nc-r tl
red flushes tho gr-Ti
with
day, lighting
1
hills of May, wherever the dust of a
!
’1 of
dier await* t!
thero will flutter a fresh flag and bloc...
Man dies, soldier and
wreath of flowers.
civilian, in war and peace, but tho memof
tho nation live and
ory and gratitude
will live till r» publics are no more and the
earth is rolled together like a scroll.

iii'ii'iu. Dnii>‘«:ist.
lirgal Notices.
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Wo have driven through tho mass, and
tho bugles sound tho call to gather for the
Tho horses obey it without a
return.
touch of the rein. It seems that tho whole
living mass is riding in a circle, and that
there Is blood on every man and horse.
All of a sudden wo shoot out from under
tho smoko cloud Into tho sunshine—not
tho 600, but tho 300—and tho batt» ry
Wo are to the right of it,
opens again.
and it sends grapeshot into a wild mob to
drive it back into tho cover of tho woods.
It is a sight to look down over that field.
Fivo hundred dead and wounded men and
It is only as I sit
horses are lying there.
I
on my horse and look over the Held that
begin to foil weak and grow frightened.
My head begins to swim, things grow
dark, and sumo ono helps me to tho
ground. I have a pistol ball in my shoulder, and tho blood is running down my
back from a saber cut on the head.

••

I

missile of 600 men thrown at tho front of
How
3,000. What u crash there will be!
horses will go down and men pitch from I
No! \\ hy, man,
their saddles! Afraid?
I would not inlss this scene f >r a year •
the saber with a
clutches
life! My hand
strength 1 did not know 1 possessed. I
feel a hunger for blood such as 1 nevei
felt before.
Vi, yi! Whoop—rah!” and we strike
them fair in tho center. The 600 have tin
greatest momentum, and wo drive through
the 3,Ooo as u wedge Is pounded into soft
Men strike at me. There is a
wood.
flash, flash, and a pop, pop, of pistols. 1
1 feci tho desire of the tigei
strike back.
to
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my

in
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them,

CURH,

Hat stood the Tett of Time

"Gallop—charge!”
Death!
Why, if onocould die a score ot
times instead of only once, there would bt
no fear. 1 sit so lightly in the saddle that
horse seems to have no weight to ear
had
ry. He skims over the ground as if he
wings, and I begin cheering and yelling
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SWEET CAPQRAL

command.
Forward—draw sabers—guide right—
trot!”
Ah! We are off! The gray moves north
We are goin_and the blue moves south.
We must
to meet in the meadow lndow.
hold them back until infantry support*
can be brought up.
Kvery man know.that he is moving down into a maelstrom
A strange ex
of death, but no one lags.
It is as it
ultation ere* j into the heart.
you had heard some grand, pood news,
anil wanted to shout over it and toll everybody of y ur good luck.
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ose
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willto
law,
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hi,
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no
your petitioner, ana as only
i
unpersons who names, resident
T. 1
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ship are as follows, viz.:
(son), of age: Aseneth O.MeOown daughter),
d K.
of age; Delia L. Maddocks, of
Leach, aged 19 years: that yr
a
creditor of said deceased and widow of
nu
said deceased; wherefore >apprays that Augustus R. Deven
pointed administrator of said • a
Dated this 1st day of May, a. <i. is
x
s.
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t WedHancock, ss.:—Probate court,
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Her Northern Lo\er Shot ns a Spy by
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watching eye.
hand that made him

!
;•« -wit to nid him.
l.a\ turn l av. lay him low,
In the 1 -vi r or the Know.
In*? Ho cannot know
\Shut e vr*
Lay him low.
—Georg© Henry Ik k.
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"L. id’s,” cure Dyspepsia to-day.
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Take “L. K.’s” after dinner
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A d>-se of "L. K.’s” for Acid Stomach.
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simple and effectual.
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days.
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35c. a bottle.
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Castinr.

Herbert Patchin is in town
visit.

OF NEW YORK

on

the

pushed rapidly along.
The Lyceum society held au entertainment at the Normal hall Friday evening.
Mrs. William Uox and daughter Grace,
Of Seal Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Sarah
Cox.

Principally, by bringing together tro
phies of the chase from all parts of Nort
America, together with “implements” o f
this season.
the sportsmen, of every imaginable char
arrived
and
Edwin G. Morey
family
acter and of latest design, to arouse ai
last week, and have opened their cottage interest in
sports of all kinds, but princi
for the summer.
pally in hunting. That it has done so i »
Mrs. Thompson, of Montville, is in certain, and that Maine, which holds un
town visiting her daughter Madge, who disputed right to the name of “sports
is attending the normal school.
men's paradise,” will feel t he benefit ini
Mrs. W. K. Spencer and son Harry, of j most material way, is no’less certain,
to

and family will arrive
occupy the “Cliff” cottage

Boston, are in town for the
Capt. Robert Cosgrove's.

summer

at

j
i

Union memorial services were held in
the Congregational church Sunday. Rev.
J. P. Cushman preached the sermon.
\Y. H. Hyde, of Bangor, who occupies
the “Log House."one of Frank P. Wood's
cottages, arrived Thursday. He brought
three line horses.

To the readers of Thk
the

course

American

o

feature

o

interesting

most

exposition is tin- Maine exhibit, am ; !
is to that principally that this artich

imitator

it

hunt these famous guides out.
hem over in t he log cabin of t he
in
l'nit« d States cartridge company,
company with other famous guides from
Florida to California, among them one
bearing the fresh scars of a hand-lo-h.'.nd
Joe was
encounter
with a grizzly.
amusing himself making n pair of mocan
crowd
while
interested
casins,
gathered about him watching the operation. while Jock was the centre of an
admiring group of visitors, satisfied if
only to receive a word ora grasp of the
hand from so famous a hunter and guide.
Both had time to stop and welcome cor-

But let

will be devoted.

ing glimpse
entirety first.

of

WHERE

in

exposition

the

THE SHOW

Imagine the immense amphitheatre o
Madison Square Garden the dimension: |

Sound.

floor space filled with exhibits of trophies
of t he chase from all parts of the ITiitec
States, and with implements of the chase
of every conceivable kind, the aisle*
thronged with interested and interesting
spectators, the air filled with music fron

here

are

being fixed

very

nicely.
Miss Eva Higgins is working for Mrs.
Susan Murphy.

Friday night of last week Mrs. Charlotte Richardson met with the loss of a

of

writer

overhead

lights,

like

On Friday evening
dance in Oakland hall.
ton’s orchestra.

pleasant
Music by Atherwas a

Mrs. Vena Sargent has gone to SouthHarbor, where she will be employed
this summer.
west

Robert Higgins
been working at

wife, who have
Otter Creek, arrived
home last Thursday.
Charles Tracy and Gerald Richardson
ami

are

bunting,

of

musicians

way up in the*
but the first

pigmies

These

there

a mass

military band, the

a

cow.

Last week a curiosity put in appearance at Mrs. Edwin
Higgins’-a chicken
with four legs.

j

it

HELD.

IS

tht

looking
ol

passing glance

tower, showing the interesting process ol
shot manufacture, the base ball and tennis ball manufactures; the rapid firing
machine guns, the
SHOT Gt'NS AND
the life-size

wax

RIFLES;

figure

groups representsports: the fly rods,

different kinds of
from the £500-rod with solid gold mountings to the 50-cent bamboo; the seven

ing

handsome silver cups won by the gallant
“Vigilant" in English waters, which cause

American blood to thrill with pride until
returned from Otter Creek, where i
the visitor recalls the sev« ral inglorious
working.
dt feats to w 1. ich the “Vigilant" w as mi bMiss Clara Hannon, who has been em- jected “on the other side"; the large-?
ployed at Trcinont during the last two dog. three inches long; the two-headed
months, is at home for a short time.
partridge killed in t he Vermont woods;
Two families from Hurricane Island the pneumatic boat such as that in w hich
moved Imre last week; one in tin Murray i Grover Cleveland now hunt- the wily
Higgins house, the other into Mr. canvashack; to say nothing of the handanimals,
somely-mounted heads anil
Tracy s.
among which the ugly snout of the
have

they

have been

Mrs. John Phillips is quite ill.
G. Richardson.

Hr. G.

Edward Maddox, of HalJowell.

was

in

town last week.

to

Mrs. Mary Turner has gone to Madison
spend a few months.

D. Eldridge is quite low ; he has been
confined to his bed for several weeks.
S.

A.

L.

Smith

and

wife,
Bucksport,
visited at J. E.Turner’s over the Sabbath.
of

Dr. Byron Spencer spent a short vacation at home, and has gone to In ion to

practice.
Rev. C. A. Southard! w ill address the
W. L. Parker Post at the Congregational
church. Friday afternoon, the olst.

Owing to the rains Sunday only
congregation wa»|present to hear
teresting Memorial
Rev. R. B. Mills.
May 27.

sermon

a

small

the in-

delivered by

_

Salisbury Cove.
Mrs. S. H. Alley, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting friends here.
Gideon

is

on

TYPICAL HUNTING

were

Sunday.
Charles Hodgkins and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with Mrs. Hodgkins’
parents at Ingleside.
The Baptist society has extended a call
to Mr. Hayes, a student at the Bangor
theological seminary, to labor with them
during his summer vacation.
K.
May 27.
Sedgwick.
A much-needed rain fell
Mrs.

Sunday.

“Irving Leslie,” Capt.
Churchill, having completed her repairs
outfit, sailed for the Grand Banks

on

Friday, the 21th.
Ralph Smith, who was so badly injured
in Haverhill, Mass., during the inundation there, is at his father’s home, and is
is improving slowly.
Rev. Lyman E. Carter, wife and son,
the home of his mother, Mrs.
Melinda Carter.
Mr. Carter has been
pursuing a coarse of studies at Newton.
Mass., for over a year and has supplied
the church at Rowly. Mass.
He is now
on the wav to Washburn, Me., to fill a call
from the Baptist church in that place.
C.
May 27.
are

at

_

Smithvill*.

Mrs. John Hamor returns to her home
at Cranberry Isles to-day, Monday.
Minnie Martin and Addie Cushman
have botn spending a few days at Gouldsboro.
Winslow

Smith and Josephine Clark
Saturday nig! '. They left
for Jones port Sunday.
May 27.

were

the

Hut let

us

Maine

water

is

lakes.

fragrance

married

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.

as

a-*

boughs

from the bed in the corner, and the visitor, if he has ever been there, is at once

transported to the Maine woods. A camp
tire is burning in the rough tire-place of
stone in
are

one

end of the

cabin.

The walls

adorned with trophies of the chase,
photographs taken in the Maine
WORK.

Hoods IMIls cure jaundice, biliousness, sick
headache, constipation and all liver Ills.—.-tdrf

C LI I D T C that will lit them
01111X10 all—FIT is
the
word. Our new
ideas in Shirt cutting make possible
bosoms that wont wrinkle or break
down about the neck ; the Shirt
seems as if made to measure—and
Do you want
at half the price.
that kind ? Come and see us.
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When

When she

gw

w e

was a
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Cu torla.

Child, she cried for Castor ia.

When she Isvane MLsk, *-h« clung
When she Lad

to

Costoria.

Children, she gave them Costoria,
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FURNITURE. CARPETS.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
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busihad better try and
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friendship
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but that's another
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without customers than

get along

afford

cannot
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treatment which

doing

vou

!>uy

opportunity

'■‘hail contlnuof

which have

given prices

attracted you and

1-

land W ool.

business—

a

have worked

we

Colton

r thorn while they last nt
price- that anyone Intend

to

thi«

is

my Kntlro St«*« k of

out

CARl* lv TS,

OF OUR FRIENDS.
trade
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Iloimi ami Linon

—AND CUSTOMERS

in

men
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OF OUR CUSTOMERS

Transient

llyrn,

VTKI

It

CARPETS!

because it’s all Salt.

WE
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AlildSHht*, 1 v’.i
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WOOL !

WOOL!

fel-

story
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Kim street.
The Frenchman's Bay company had
large work-horses come last week.
They weigh about 1,3JO each.

Trousers cut to your order in the
fashionable j

three

Recent rains have wonderfully helped
the looks of the lawns about town, which
were never looking better.

a

successful
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coming

ladies and gentlemen,
from East franklin, were in town Saturday and took h sail across the bay on the
“Sappho.” In the party were Truman
Blaisdell and wife, Seavey Sumner and
wife, Miss Nan Blaisdell and a lady and
gentleman friend.
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The undersigned having opened an office
In Kllsworth In connection with their Insurance busluess, for the transaction of a
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deemed advisable to take immediate
action in preventing more serious trouble.
come
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Four gentlemen interested in the boomof Petit Menan Island were in town
last week to look over the property here.
I’nder the able escort of Mr. Lawrence,
they were agreeably entertained.

ing

Mrs.

of

and

patterns,

under the treatment of Dr. Gordon at
Portland, and is gaining rapidly.

trouble
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.-t this and adjoining ...untie- that
at the
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It is with greatest pleasure that I am
able to say thut Mrs. \Y. H. Lawrence had

with
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MEN

Scrofula, salt rheum, and all disease of thi
Mood; dyspepsia, heailache, kidney and llvei
complaints, and catarrh, are cured hy llood’i
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier.
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camp
Patten and

to 4, in their return game
Ellsworth club. Well, that’s
We have left until last the mention of all
right. It might be expected; our
the person to whom must be given, alboys have “off” days, and no doubt the
most entirely, the credit for this success Ellsworth
boys put up a good game.
of the
Maine exhibit.
This is Miss Now the boys can have a
game for the
Cornelia T. Crosby, better known by her
which will most likely be the
I rubber,
nom de plume of “Fly Rod.”
Miss Cros- 1 means of each club doing its best.
by designed the camp, and superintended
G.
May 28.
all the arrangements of it, and too much
Hedtlingtou.
credit cannot be given her.
She has
SCHOPPE-STILLM AN.
made the Maine exhibit worthy of the
A pretty wedding occurred Wednesday,
State she so dearly loves.
It is w ithout
doubt the best exhibit of the exposition, May 15, Ht the Schoppe house, the residThe cereand attracts the greatest attention. On ence of the bride’s mother.
the first night it was visited by people mony took place at 3 p. m. in the prefrom seventeen states, and two countries, ! sence of many friends, Rev. E. S. Drew,
rhat the benefit will be shown in greatly of Cherryfleld, officiating.
The happy couple were George W.
increased revenue to tile Pine Tree State
from the larger number of sportsmen | Stillman, of Wenham, Mass., and Miss
The bride is a young
that will flock to it, cannot be doubted, Maude E. Schoppe.
and Maine has much to thank Miss Cros- lady well known and highly esteemed;
I the groom is one of the most respected
by for.
Miss Emily
Miss Crosby in person receives visitors \ young men of Wenham.
at the camp in the most cordial manner, 'Schoppe, of Cherryfleld, wos the very
bridesmai 1, and her brother.
and her interesting conversation
de- dainty
scriptive of thesports of Maine, on v\ hieh Master Hiram, in full evening dress, did
the part of best man admirably.
jhe can talk so intelligently from ex
The bride’s attire was delicately beautiperience, adds to the pleasure of a vi.*dt t
ful and appropriate, and viewing her as
‘Camp Maine Central.”
Miss Crosby has the proud distinction she stood wrapped in the fleecy folds of
her bridal robe, all thought her “verily
>f being the only woman exhibitor at tiie
bride that e’er whs seen’ ”.
ixposition. She is honored by a large ‘the sweetest
ihotograph of herself in fishing costume The happy pair were the recipients of
S’’
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Law re nee has had a road built
section G, from Mt. Desert street to

Mr.
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Hair-Catan h t lin i-taken kiteroallf and tu ton the bl*«od and mucous surfaces o'
the system, send for testimonials, free.
F. d CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
##■ Sold by Druggists. TV.

was properly placed
by rail- I
road employes and that it was afterwards
changed by some evil-minded party or
with intent t<> derail the train.
parties,
No evidence was produced that would
tend to fasten the crime upon any one.

new
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redolent with the
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The schooner

and

on

Bucksport

having nut and
talked with them both when they w re in
W. H. Terrs.
talking humor.
New York, May 17,
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Lovina Wilson is still very low.

l

residents will begin to
week, and after that it will be
a steady influx of cottagers and vaeatiotivisitors. On a large pine block outside is 1
ists. The new camp at Tunk pond is goa book in which the names of visitors to
I ing to be a source of great pleasure to j
the CAin n
i*»t **rerl
hunters

Rangeley mineral

and
on

mi

Hast Branch, between

the

fortunate

CAMP.

pleasing

<

Accident.
The State railroad commissioners last
Friday made their report on the accident
on the Bucksport branch, at Brewer, last
April, in which Fireman John Arthur, of
Bucksport, was killed.
The commissioners find that t hr switch
The

But space will not permit. The
writer considers himsvlf one of the most

But at last here where the throng i.thiekest we find camp “Maine Central"
a
typical hunting camp of the Maine
woods, nestling here in the very heart ol
New York city.
The camp is of logreal spruce logs, presented by the Redin gt on lumber company, and cut ami
fitted in the Maine woods.
The lamp was set up in New York b\
the two well-known Rangeley guides
Ed Grant and Jim Matherson. Both an
in attendance at the camp.
The outside of the camp sides and roo!
-is elaborately decorated with inountec
animals and birds, conspicuous amonc
w hich are the moose, caribou and deer
and the mammoth trout from Rangeley
The specimens were handsomely mounted

to

Mr. and Mrs. Hayes, of Bangor,

a

--

young lady and friend. Yet all rejoice
in the happiness of the newly-wedded
couple, and join in wishing them a long,
M. E. L.
happy and prosperous life.
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begin building his

Columns could be

Liscomb is critically ill, the
by S. L. Crosby, of Bangor, who had
paralytic shock.
charge of the decorations, and who i.E. J. Hodgkins, of Lynn, Mass., has himself in attendance at the
camp. Near
been visiting relatives and friends here.
the entrance is a seat made of a crooked
Miss Alta Emery is spending a few days root, three prongs of the root forming
with her sister. Mrs Karst, at Bar Har- the legs, and near by is a canoe so familiar
result of

<

ill

w

he W- st

prominent; and the girls in
close yes, very close fitting costumes of
pink, w I■ -vmu r< markably good rapid
shooting, playing
“Home, Sweet
Homo," and other selections on a xylophone with bullets from t heir rifles at lot
feet
ail tin.se things cause the visitor to
linger.
A
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ever
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The ring, the
many valuable presents.
pres* nt to the bride, was a
beautiful solitaire diamond,
The wedding was followed by r reception, and the house was crowded \\ ith
relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman left town Friday
morning for their future home in Beverly
Farms, but w bile the good-byes rang out
merrily on the morning air, amid plentiful showers of rice and old slippers, we
could but feel in our hearts regret almost
akin to sorrow at the parting, for a fond
mother thus loses a dirt iful daughter,
her brother a loving sister, and the com-

groom’s

t

1

third balcony

impressions

now.

1

us

a man from Maine, a* the reporter
introduced himself. A half hour spent
in conversation with these men of the
woods is a treat? indeed. That they are
thoroughly in love with Maine (and with
I reason, too) there is no doubt, and there
was a suspicion of homesickness in their
conversation.
Joe was fresh from the
West Branch, where he has charge of the
drive, stopping but one day at his home
Si ill they find
on his way to New York.
in meeting New York
great pleasure
friends whom they have guided through
the woods, and when time hangs heavy
on their hands they amuse themselves bv
making moccasins or “playing moose,"
as Joe says.
“Jock’s the bull and I'm the
cow."
A-a private citizen Jonathan Darling,
i- a resident of Lowell, Me.. but a- a
public institution, land a- ‘-uchthe Pine
Tree State claims him L
“Jock" I Jarhug, of Maine. Jock has -old h> old
!

We have time for but a
at the miniature shot

the exposition.

L* t

We find

taken pass

us

which, even if he knew them, tin
would not dare to state for feai
his
word would be doubted imagin*
this immense hall, brilliant with electrn

The roads

|

the

Rev. U. G. Lyons preached his first serat the Methodist church last Sunday. His family arrived Saturday on the
“Golden Rod.”
May 27.
mon

rods.

As the writer left her she cautioned
him that nothing was too good to say
about Maine—and the reporter agreed
w it h her.
But what is that sound which comes
floating across the hall—that long-drawnout, penetrating “moo?” Only the man
who has plunged into the depths of the
pine woods in search of the “king of the
Maine forest" recognizes it—it is the call
of the cow moose, imitated as none but
the celebrated Oldtown
Joe Francis,
guide, can imitate it. It is safe to say
that when Joe gives the call there will be
an answering call from the bull moose if
1
ther*’ is one in the vicinity, and the
initiated stains his ears to catch it. Yes.
hear his
t here’s t he old bull moose now
I short, low grunt*, the intiecticn rising
and falling and dying away in a faint
“Jock" Darling is the
satisfied grunt.

Bebee

Prof.

Saturday

fly

two tine

New York city’s immense amusemeu t
palace, Madison Square Garden, has th: s
week been the meeca of sportsmen. Th p
first annual sportsmen's exposition ha s
been in progress during the week, an i
has been a success beyond the antieipa
tions of its promoters.
What is the object of the exposition ?

cottages is being

new

made, and she has also been presented
with a handsome l’arkcr shot gun and

CITY—A VISIT TO

“MAINE CENTRAL.”

CAMP

The furniture for F. Devereux’s cottage
arrived Thursday.

facturers, Spaulding, have presented her
with the best hunting suit that can be

MAINE CAMP IN THE HEAR r

A TYPICAL

Orlando Herrick has rented his house
for the summer.
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short
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which hangs at the centre of the rear
balcony of t lie hall.
I
She expr* s*ed herself as much pleased
PINE TREE STATE LEADS A 1 with the kind attention shown her while
THE SPORTSMEN'S EXPOSITION,
here.
The large sporting goods manu-

j
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general
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business, and making the
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desire
line.
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in this

Our facilities for handling thi-bu-im
in every way, being con
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PIANOS, ORGANS and SEWING

Mrsic. New Songs. Nkw Ha.vjuMi>i<'.

to

MACHINES for sale or to rent.
Fairbanks' Imported liaujoStrings.

nceted

by

Long-Distance Telephone

FFA1TXS M. JOY, Main St., Fils worth..

nearly all the prominent shippers in
Maine, east of the l'enobscot river, and
having 1>I it kit wim
telephone and tel
< graph) from our office to Boston and New
York; this, with our past experience, we
with

think will enable

!

u- t**

handle your order*

successfully.
If you want a
or I'KKKdIT,
I > si’It AN t.' I: of any
kind, please
and
u*
a
we
will
do our best t*
call,
give
A I ssi 1

or

please you.
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GRANT & CUSHMAN,

